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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION. 

The merging of computers and communications has had 

a profound influence on the way computers are organized. 

In early computer systems, users brought their problems 

to a central facility called a "computer center." This 

type of a model of a single computer serving all the 

organizations needs, is rapidly being replaced by one in 

which a large number of separate but interconnected 

computers do the job. These systems are called Computer 

Networks. 

Two computers are said to be interconnected if they 

are capable of exchanging information. The connection 

may be via a copper wirer optic fibres, radio waves, 

microwaves, lasers, and even earth satellites. In all 

these cases digital data is to be communicated between 

two computers of a network. Hence "Data Communications" 

has become a vital entity in the organization of present 

day computer systems. 

According to John E. McNamara [ 13] , data 

communications is defined as - "The interchange of data 

messages from one point to another over communications 

channels." 

1 
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Virtually all computers marketed today include some 

provision for data communications. For medium and large 

scale systems, they generally take the form of front end 

processes with supporting software. For microcomputers, 

internal provisions are included in the form of handwired 

adaptors (programmable I/O devices). However, harware is 

not enough. The logical relationships involved in a data 

communications system can become complex due to multiple 

independent data streams, varied line control procedures, 

varied terminals, varied applications and timing 

considerations. To manage these various factors, 

software of appreciable size and sophistication must be 

developed. 

Transmission Links 

Nodes of a computer network may be connected through 

terrestrial, satellite or radio transmission links [1]. 

Terrestrial Links These are ground wires that 

connect network nodes to terminals, hosts or other 

network nodes. There are two types of terrestrial links. 

1. Switched or dialed connection, which uses public 

telephone lines for data communications. 

2. Leased or dedicated link, which employs private 

lines which are permanently connected. 

There is yet another terrestrial communications link 

called Dataphone Digital Service (DDS). Here one can 
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transmit signals in digital form, without converting them 

to analog form. 

Satellite Links Satellites operate in 

geostationary orbits around the earth, thereby providing 

a means of communicating signals or messages between 

earth locations. Compared to terrestrial links, 

satellite channels may provide transmissions for long 

distances and large capacities (about 1.5 Mega bits per 

second, Mbps). 

Radio Links - Ground radio links may be used to 

connect several users together for a large computer 

network. This network is a collection of microprocessor 

controlled digital radios. These units are called packet 

radio units and act as store-and-forward switches. The 

radio channel operates at 100 or 400 kilobits per second 

(Kbps). 

Optical Fiber Optical fiber transmission is 

emerging as a viable technology that is currently being 

evaluated and implemented. An important advantage of 

fiber optics is its wide bandwidth. For example, a 

laser-driven fiber link has the potential of data 

transmissions at speeds up to 1d4bits per second (bps). 

Transmission Modes 

In this section we characterize and briefly discuss 

various modes in which data is transferred between 

microcomputers (network nodes). 
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Parallel and Serial Data Transfer 

Microcomputer systems almost always transfer data in 

parallel mode, within the processor cabinet. The size of 

the data bus determines the number of bits transferred in 

parallel by the microprocessor. External data transfers 

usually involve peripheral devices that are not housed in 

the same cabinet or are not in close proximity with the 

CPU and memory. Such transfers may occur over either 

parallel or serial interfaces. 

Let us compare the serial and parallel data transfer 

modes relative to the following criteria [13]. 

Distance - The distance of parallel data transfer is 

usually less than 100 feet. Serial data transmissions 

quite commonly traverse distances from a few feet to 

thousands of miles. 

Speed Parallel data paths associated with typical 

microcomputer devices support data rates in the range 

from zero up to 10 Mbps. Serial interface data rates 

associated with typical microcomputer devices range from 

zero to about 1 Mbps. For both serial and parallel data 

transfers, the speed that can be supported adequately is 

inversely proportional to the distance. 

Signal Level Parallel transfers usually employ 

Transistor-Transistor-Logic (TTL) levels. Thus, logic 

l's and O's are electrically represented on each parallel 

wire as +/-SV. Although TTL signalling is used for 
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serial interfaces, it is more common to use higher 

operating voltage levels. 

Signal Loss and Amplification The amount of signal 

loss is directly proportional to the length of the cable 

on which it is transmitted. To compensate for signal 

losses, either high-power transmitters or signal 

amplifiers can be used to preserve signal character. In 

addition, another problem encountered in parallel 

transfers is skewing. Skewing occurs when the 

differences in individual line propagation delays cause 

significant discrepancies in the timing of the individual 

data lines to be sampled by receivers. As the distance 

increases for parallel transfers, the skewing problem 

gets worse. 

Cost - For distances over 50 feet the cost of running 

parallel data lines becomes exorbitant. Furthermore, the 

extra logic required to transform parallel data to serial 

data for transmission over a single data line, and then 

to reconstitute the parallel byte at the destination, is 

less expensive than the hardware required to have an 

effective parallel communication link over long 

distances. 

Direction of Data Transfer 

Transmission links may be designed to permit 

movement of data in either or both directions. Figure 1.1 



DATA FLOW 
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TRANSMITTER RECEIVER 

(a) SIMPLEX - Data flow in only one direction 
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TRANSMlTTER 
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(b) HALF DUPLEX Data flow in both directions 
ALTERNATELY. 

TRANS M lTTER RECEIVER. 

A DATA.FLOW 8 
RECElVER. 

·-----! 
TRANSMITTER. 

(c) FULL DUPLEX Data .flow in both directions 
SIMULTANEUSLY. 

Figure 1.1. Directions of nata Transfer. 
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illustrates the different types of configurations [15]. 

SIMPLEX - This data path will support data transfers in 

only one direction, namely from A to B at all times. 

HALF DUPLEX - This will support alternate data transfers 

between A and B. In particular, device A can transmit to 

device B, and device B can transmit to device A, but 

these transmissions must not occur simultaneously. 

FULL DUPLEX - This configuration supports simultaneous 

data transmissions in both directions. In particular, 

device A can transmit to device·B, and at the same time 

receive data from device B. 

Serial Transmission Protocols 

Protocols to transmit data on communications links 

are classified as either asynchronous or synchronous. 

Asynchronous Protocols [14] Here the receiver 

synchronizes to incoming data on a character-by-character 

basis. Re-synchronization is coordinated by the use of 

start bits and stop bits that are collectively referred 

to as framing bits. The duration of a start bit (pulse) 

is the same as one information bit. The stop signal is 

usually 1, 1 1/2, or 2 times the duration of an 

information bit, as shown in Figure 1.2. Its main 

advantage is that the character is self-contained with 

all the information, and the two ends of the link need 

not be synchronized. r.ts main disadvantage is the 

overhead for start and stop signals, and that of false 
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recognition of start/stop signals due to noise on the 

channel. 

" 
5 

~ 

MARl<. T Q Q .A. STATE R 
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ALL TRANSITIONS 
OCCUR ON fALL1NG 
EDGE OF Tx C (iRo\NSMIT C'-Oc.K) 

PARlTY = EVEN 
ODD 
OR .NONE 

.,..._------MESSAGE FLOW 

Figure 1.2. Asynchronous Serial Character Transmission 

The asynchronous mode of operation is required for 

devices with keyboards that have no message buffers and 

operate on one character at a time. 

Synchronous Protocol Synchronous bit-serial 

transmission uses synchronizing information on groups of 

characters, such as a m.essage, instead of on each 

character. Here a separate clock signal is used to 

provide the necessary co-ordination between source and 

destination in order to accomplish synchronized data 

transfer. Data is transmitted serially by providing 

control characters at the beginning and end of the 
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message. The advantage here is that the two ends of the 

link are synchronized, thereby avoiding the overhead for 

handling synchronizing information for each character. 

Two types of synchronous transmission protocols are 

described in Chapter IV, namely: binary synchronous 

transmission protocol (BSC) and synchronous data link 

control protocol (SDLC). Figure 1.3 depicts a typical 

information frame in the SDLC protocol. 

START 

FLAG 
ADDRESS CONTROL 

< 

INFO MAT ION 

~ 

R 

A FR ME 
~ < 

~ 

C:RC CRC 
END 

f:LAG 

ONE SDLC FRAME------~ 

~------MESSAGE FLOW 

Figure 1.3. Synchronous Serial Communications Protocol. 

Project Motivation 

The serial communications interface being used in 

most of the computer systems for the past two decades has 

been the RS-232-C. But, there are some limitations in a 

RS-232-C with regards to speed (20 K bits/sec) and 

distance (50 feet). The interface also uses unbalanced 

transmitters and receivers, (discussed in chapter III) 
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which are susceptable to noise. Hence the EIA developed 

a series of new interface standards - RS-449, RS-422-A 

and RS-423-A, which meet the advancing state-of-the-art 

technological changes. 

From the standpoint of performance, the new 

standards 

encourage 

are a distinct improvement, which will 

manufacturers to begin producing equipment 

with the enhanced interface. However, because of cost 

and convenience, and because of general resistance of the 

user community to change, it will be some time before the 

upgraded standards find widespread acceptance. Hence, 

there is a need for interfacing new equipment designed 

for RS-449 standards, with equipment designed for RS-232 

standards. 

The objective of this project is 

following. 

to do the 

1. Develop data communications software using the 

SDLC protocol between two microcomputers connected by a 

RS-232-C interface. 

2. Design a hardware interface circuit (adapter) to 

convert RS-232-C port (25 pins) to a RS-449 port (37 

pins). 

3. Implement the same SDLC protocol over the new 

RS-449 interface channel. Then, compare the performance 

of the same software (with various transmission speeds) 

over the new interface. 



CHAPTER II 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

Modern computer networks are designed in a highly 

structured way. As the number of real time applications 

of computer networks has grown, the International 

Standards Organization (ISO) has summarized (on the basis 

of proprietary networks- ARPANET) both known and 

anticipated network requirements. This has resulted in a 

formal specification of a seven layer model [16]. The 

object of this model is to organize related groups that 

can be standardized independent of each other. This 

enables each layer to be defined with minimum reference 

to any other layer. Thus nodes of a network can be 

"constructed" with these layers, and communication 

between nodes is ensured by network protocols. 

Layer 'n' on one machine carries on a conversation 

with layer 'n' on the other machine. The rules and 

conventions used in this conversation are collectively 

known as the layer 'n' protocol, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.1. The entities comprising the corresponding 

layers on different machines are called Peer Processes. 

In other words, it is the peer process that communicates 

using the protocol. 

11 
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In reality, data is transferred only through the 

lowest layer called the Physical Layer. Hence at the 

lowest layer there exists a physical communications link 

with the other machine, as opposed to a virtual 

communications used by the higher layers. In Figure 2.1 

the virtual communications is shown by dotted lines, and 

physical communications by a solid line. Between each 

pair of adjacent layers there is an interface. The 

interface defines which primitive operations and services 

the lower layer offers to the upper one. 

LA'/ER t PROTOCOL 

LAYER 6 PROTOCOL 

LAYER .5 PROTOCOL 

LAYER 4 PROTOCOL 

LAYER 3 PROTOCOL. 

lAYER 2 PROTOCOL 

1/2 lY\teY'Joce 

[ LAYER 1 
LAYER 1 PROTOCOL 

Figure 2.1. Seven-Layered Network Model 



ISO Reference Model 

An ISO reference model [17] has been accepted as the 
first step towards standardization of the various layers. 
This model is primarily applicable to large computer 
networks, but some of its concepts are useful as 
background information for our discussion. 

There are seven functional layers in the ISO 
reference model. They are 

Network, Transport, Presentation 

as depicted in Figure 2.2. 

~d 

The 

Physical, Data-Link, 

Application layers 

layers applicable to 
general-purpose microcomputer systems are the bottom-most 
two layers Physical & Data-Link layers. The top-most 
five layers are generally not used in simple 
microcomputer networks. Hence, they will be discussed 
briefly in order to introduce some basic concepts in 
Upper-Level network protocols. 

Physical and Data-Link Layers 

13 

The physical layer represents conventions that are 
applicable to physical media that interconnect the two 
correspondents. In particular, this layer must provide 
the mechanical, electrical, and functional mechanisms for 
the initial establishment, maintenance and ultimate 
release of a physical channel linking the source and 
destination. The typical questions dealt with here are 
how many volts should be used to represent a 1 and how 
many for a 0~ how many microseconds a bit occupies~ 



whether transmission may proceed simultaneously in both 

directions; how the initial connection is established and 

how it is torn down when both sides are finished; how 

many pins the network connector has and what each pin is 

used for. 

We will discuss several 

communication protocols EIA 

RS-423-A and RS-422-A. All these 

in chapter III. 

physical 

RS-232-C, 

protocols 

The data link layer takes a raw 

EIA 

are 

layer 

RS-449, 

covered 

transmission 

facility and transforms it into a line that appears free 

of transmission errors to the network layer. It 

accomplishes this task by breaking-up the input data into 

data frames, transmitting the frames sequentially, and 

processing the acknowledgement frames sent back by the 

receiver. Since layer 1 merely accepts and transmits a 

stream of bits without any regard to meaning or 

structure, it is upto the data link layer to create and 

recognize frame boundaries. This can be done by 

attaching special bit patterns to the beginning and end 

of the frame. There are two types of data link control 

protocols discussed in Chapter IV. They are 1) Byte 

oriented protocols, and 2) Bit oriented protocols. 

Upper-Level Network Protocols 

The network layer controls the switching and 

routing of information across the network. Thus the 

14 
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network layer establishes the physical and logical 

connections required to transfer the data from its source 

to its destination(s). 

The transport layer is responsible for ensuring 

high-quality network service. It accepts data from the 

sessions layer, splits it up into smaller units, if need 

be, and. passes them on the other end. Hence it forms an 

inter.face between the sessions and network layer. 

The sessions Layer is the user's interface into 

the network. This layer allows the user to establish a 

connection with a process on another machine. Once the 

connection has been established, the sessions layer can 

manage the dialog in an orderly manner, if the user has 

requested that service. In short the sessions layer 

takes the bare bones bit for bit communication service 

offered by the transport layer and adds 

application-oriented functions to it. 

The presentation Layer provides certain 

transformation services such as text compression and 

expansion, encryption and decryption, conversion between 

character codes (e.g. ASCII to EBCDIC). The presentation 

layer attempts to alleviate problems· associated with 

incompatible terminals, line and screen lengths, scroll 

versus page mode, and character sets. 

The application Layer is the topmost layer.. It 

communicates with the user's application program or 

process. 



The ISO reference model for a node is illustrated in 

Figure 2.2 [2], with the connection to network medium at 

the bottom and the user interface at the top. The two 

layers used in the implementation of this thesis project 

are the physical layer and the data link layer. 

\ 
LAYER 7 APPLICATION 

User application process and 
management functions 

LAYER 6 PRESENTATION 
Data interpretation format, and 

code transformation 

LAYER 5 SESSION 
Administration and control of 
sessions between two entities 

LAYER 4 TRANSPORT 
Transparent data transfer, End-to-End 

control, Multiplexing, Mapping 

LAYER 3 NETWORK I 
Routing, Switching, Segmenting, 

Blocking, Error Recovery, Flow control 

LAYER 2 DATA LINK 
Establish Maintain and Release Data 

Links, Error and Flow control 

LAYER 1 PHYSICAL 
Electrical, Mechanical, Functional 

Control of Data circuits 
\ I 

Fig. 2.2. The Seven-Layer ISO Reference Model. 
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User Interface to Networks 

Of all the layers, the application layer is most 

intimately concerned with the user processes. The term 

"user" is generally taken to mean any user process or 

user machine, not necessarily a person using the system 

directly. The activities associated with the application 

layer are usually considered to include file transfer 

control; data base management; remote job entry; 

electronic mail; and netwotk operating systems. 

File Transfer Protocols(FTPs) lay ground rules for 

transfering files from one host to another. The FTP 

identifies both the source and destination and locates 

the files involved. Afetr the initial control phase, the 

data transfer takes place with associated control between 

the two servers involved. 

Remote Job Entry(RJE) protocols are used to enter 

jobs or a batch of jobs to a remote computer. ARPANET'S 

NETRJE, developed by UCLA provides this capability. 

The computer network we are concerned with, consists 

of just two microcomputers which are connected by a 

serial communications channel. A file selected by the 

user on one microcomputer is transmitted to the other 

microcomputer using SDLC protocol. Here, we are not 

using any of the upper level protocols. 

17 



CHAPTER III 

PHYSICAL LAYER 

The physical layer is the most basic protocol level 

in the heirarchy of data communication protocols. The 

level covers the physical interface between devices and 

the rules by which bits are passed from one to another. 

The International organization for Standardization 

(ISO) defines the Physical Layer[3] as follows -

The physical layer provides mechanical, electr
ical, functional, and procedural functions in 
order to establish, maintain and release physical 
connections between data terminal equipment (DTE), 
data circuit terminating equipment (DCE) and/or 
data switching equipment (DSE) (p.433). 

Data is transferred between electronic devices via 

some type of interface that consists of electrical 

impulses, cable to the devices. The data is commonly 

represented by changes in current and voltage. To 

accomplish successful data interchange, devices must 

follow a physical-layer communications protocol. Such a 

protocol sets forth standards that unambigously resolve 

the following issues . 

0 Mechanical Characteristics Detailed 

specifications are given for the connector dimensions, 

18 



number of pins and sockets, connector 

cable characteristics such as length 

conductors. 

locations, and 

and numbeer of 

o Electrical Signal Characteristics The electrical 

characteristics of data interchange signals and the 

associated circuitry must be specified. This includes 

specification of maximum data rates, identification of 

voltage and current levels that represent signal status 

conditions, and specification of characteristics of 

receiver and transmitter circuits. 

o Functional Description of Signals The signals 

that comprise the interface are usually characterized by 

function, by whether they are transmitter or receiver, 

and by their relationship with other signals. 

In this chapter we will discuss the physical-layer 

protocols that are most commonly used in microcomputer 

based systems. These include several standards that are 

defined by EIA as RS-232-C and RS-449. The RS-422-A & 

RS-423-A are subsets of the RS-449 standard. 

RS-232-C Interface Standard 

The RS-232-C [13] standard addresses communications 

between data terminal equipment (DTE) and data 

circuit-terminating equipment (DCE). Essentially, the 

19 

DTE represents the ultimate source and/or destination of 

data. Examples of DTEs are printers and data terminals. 

The DCE facilitates the communication of the data from 



its source to its destination. A modem is a device that 

is a DCE. 

The RS-232-C standard was published by EIA in 1969. 

The letters RS stand for "Recommended Standard." The 232 

is an identification number, and the "C" indicates how 

many revisions the standard has gone through. 

Scope 

The RS-232-C standard applies to serial binary 

communications between DCEs and DTEs in which the data 

rates are in the range from 0 to 20,000 bps. Thus 19.2 K 

bps is the highest data rate which ~he RS-232-C supports. 

The standard places a limitation of 50 feet upon 

cable length for error free operation. 

Electrical Signal Characteristics 

The following is a summary of the RS-232-C 

electrical signal characteristics. 

1. RS-232-C employs negative logic~ ON condition is 

associated with logic 0, while an OFF condition is logic 

1. 

2. Logic 1 or MARK condition is .represented by a 

voltage between -5 and -lSV. The range from +3 to -3V is 

the transition region for which no signal state is given. 

This implies that there is a 2V noise margin in the 

standard. Thus, a line driver, or signal source, sends a 

logic 0 by applying a voltage in the range +SV to +lSV. 

20 



A line receiver, or signal destination, senses a logic 0 

by looking for voltages in the range +3 to +15V. The 

result is that there is allowance for a 2V drop in the 

signal level between its source and destination as 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

NOTE: The departure of RS-232 signals from TTL 

voltage levels was motivated by the necessity to improve 

noise immunity and distance capabilities. Noise margin 

for a TTL interface is 0.4V only. 

3. The shunt capacitance of the terminator 

(destination) side of an RS-232-C circuit must not exceed 

2500 pF including the capacitance of the cable. 

4. The RS-232-C driver must be able to withstand a 

short circuit to any other wire in the cable without 

sustaining damage to itself or associated equipment like 

the terminal, modem, and I/0 port. 

+JSV ,....------------. ,....------------r+ !5V 

LOGlC ¢ LOGIC ¢ 

+5Y 1---------i---------_l 
2.v r-T--------+--------1-+o\J 

N016E IR.AN.SJTlON 

MARGIN j_ REGION 
~ ---------+------1-?:J\J 

-sv l---------1---------T 

TRANS1110N 

REGION 

LOGIC 1 LOG 1C 1 

-ISV 1------------' L---------J-\5Y 
TRANS t<'\ lTT ER. RECE.J\IER., 

Figure 3.1. RS-232-C Electrical Characteristics. 
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Interface Mechanical Characteristics 

The RS-232-C interface uses a 25 pin connector for 

connection with DTEs and DCEs. Note that a male 

connector is associated with DTEs; a female connector is 

associated with DCEs. 

Circuit Functional Characteristics 

Interchange circuit functions are typically 

classified into the following broad categories [15]. 

Ground or common Return (A) 

Data Circuits (B) 

Control Circuits (C) 

Timing Circuits (D) 

Secondary Channel Circuits (S) 

Table I groups the RS-232-C circuits by category, 

showing their two-or-three-letter designation, their 

direction {to or from DCE), and their cable pin 

assignment. The function of each of these circuits is 

described below. 

Circuit AA: Protective Ground - This conductor is 

electrically bonded to the machine or equipment frame. 

It is optional to connect this circuit. 

Circuit AB: Signal Ground or Common Return This 

conductor provides the reference point relative to which 

all other RS-232-C circuits, eccept protective ground, 

are measured. This is one circuit which is absolutely 

required, no matter what the cable's application. 
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TABLE I 

RS-232-C INTERCHANGE CIRCUITS BY CATEGORY 

Interchange Pin Description From To 
Circuit Number 

GROUND 
AA 1 Protective Ground 
AB 7 Signal Ground 

DATA 
BA 2 Transnitted Data DTE DCE 
BB 3 Received Data DCE DTE 

CONTROL 
CA 4 Request to Send DTE DCE 
CB 5 Clear to Send DCE DTE 
cc 6 Data Set Ready DCE DTE 
CD 20 Data Terminal Ready DTE DCE 
CE 22 Ring Indicator DCE DTE 
CF 8 Data Carrier Detect DCE DTE 
CG 21 Signal Quality Detector DCE DTE 
CH 23 Data Signal Rate Select DTE DCE 
CI 23 Data Signal Rate Select DCE DTE 

TIMING 
DA 24 Transmitter Clock (DTE) DTE DCE 
DB 15 External Clock DCE DTE 
DO 17 Receiver Clock DCE DTE 

SECONDARY CIRCUITS 
SBA 14 Secondary Transmit Data DTE DCE 
SBB 16 Secondary Received Data DCE DTE 

SCA 19 Sec. Request to Send DTE DCE 
SCB 13 Sec. Clear to Send DCE DTE 
SCF 12 Sec. Data Carr. Detect DCE DTE 



Circuit BA: Transmitted Data - The signals 

circuit are transmitted from DTE to the DCE. 

on this 

The DTE 

holds Transmitted Data at logic 1 (MARK condition) at all 

times when no data is being transmitted. 

Circuit BB: Received Data The 

circuit are received from the DCE 

circuit is held at logic 1 (MARK) 

signals 

to the 

during 

on this 

DTE. The 

intervals 

between data streams and at all times when no data is 

being transmitted. 

Circuit CA: Request to Send - This circuit carries 

a request to transmit data from DTE to DCE. Hence this 

signal coordinates the action of the local DCE and DTE, 

and it does not reflect the status of any remote 

equipment, connected by modems. 

Circuit CB: Clear to Send 

signal that is transmitted from 

This is a control 

the DCE to the DTE to 

indicate that the DCE is ready to receive data from the 

DTE on transmit data circuit. 

Circuit CC: Data Set Ready - The direction of this 

control signal is from the DCE to the DTE. It indicates 

the status of local data set. If the DSR signal is ON, 

it means the DCE is connected to the communications 

channel. 

Circuit CD: Data Terminal Ready - The direction of 

this control signal is from the DTE.to the DCE. DTR must 

be ON before the DCE turns on DSR, indicating that it has 

been connected to communications channel. 
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Essentially, DTR-DSR implement a more static version 

of the CTS-RTS protocol. By more static we mean that 

CTS-RTS protocol addresses channel readiness, and the 

DTR-DSR protocol addresses equipment readiness. 

Circuit CE: Ring Indicator - The direction of this 

control signal is from DCE to DTE. The major application 

of this RS-232-C control is in configurations 

automatic answer modems. 

with 

Circuit CF: Received Line Signal Detector - The DCE 

sends an ON condition to DTE on this circuit when it is 

receiving a carrier signal that meets its suitability 

criteria from the remote DCE. A widely used alternative 

name for this is Data Carrier Detect (DCD). 

Circuit DA: Transmit Signal Element Timing This 

signal is the transmit clock generated by the DTE. This 

circuit is used in synchronous transmission. 

Circuit DD: Receiver Signal Element Timing This 

signal is the clock received by the DTE. This circuit is 

also used in synchronous communication. 

The remaining circuits are of no significance and 

are left unconnected in vast majority of microcomputer 

configurations. 

Drawbacks of RS-232-C Interface 

o The data transmission rate is limited to 20K bps. 

o The distance for error free transmission is limited 

to 50 feet. 
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o Only one conductor per circuit is used, with only 

one signal return (ground) for both directions of 

transmission. Hence any fluctuations in reference 

voltage (signal return) can change the logic level 

of the signal. Hence the RS-232 interface is more 

susceptible to noise. 

o The interface can generate considerable cross-talk 

among its component signals. 

Thus, in November 1977 the EIA issued a new standard 

called the RS-449, which resolves the disadvantages of 

RS-232-C. 

Common Configurations 

Full duplex standard cable (STRAIGHT THROUGH): 

This configuration is used 

employ modems to communicate 

in computer 

with other 

systems which 

terminals or 

computers. 

labeled as 

Hence, Figure 3.2(a) depicts two connectors 

DCE and DTE, and the circuit (cable) is 

represented by horizontal lines. 

NULL MODEM with Luxury Loop-Back: This 

configuration is used between two microcomputers which 

are locally connected and behave like two DTE's. The 

Null Modem constitutes a DCE that sits between two DTEs, 

and resolves the requirement for a DTE-DCE interface 

pair. The "cross-over technique" is used in a Null Modem 

cable to make it appear as a DCE (refer Figure 3.2(b)). 
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RS-449 Interface Standard 

Compared to RS-232-C, the RS-449 provides 10 new 

interchange circuits that permit a variety of new 

application procedures and diagnostic routines. Serial, 

binary data speeds up to 2 M bps at distances of at least 

200 feet can be accomodated. 

EIA defines the RS-449 Standard [12] as -

"general purpose 37-position and 9-position 
interface for Data Terminal Equipment and Data 
Circuit Terminating Equipment employing serial 
binary interchange"(n.p.). 

As a part of the effort to improve on the electrical 

characteristics of RS-232-C, the EIA produced two 

additional standards 

EIA Standard RS-422-A [10]," Electrical 

Characteristics of Balanced Voltage Digital Interface 

Circuits," December 1978. 

EIA Standard RS-423-A [ 11 ] f II Electrical 

Characteristics of Unbalanced Voltage Digital Interface 

Circuits," September 1978. · 

Balanced and Unbalanced Electric Circuits 

Before discussing the EIA standard RS-449, let us 

investigate what is meant by the terms balanced and 

unbalanced circuits. Figures 3.3, 3.4 & 3.5 show the 

schematic diagrams [15] of circuits associated with 

RS-232-C, RS-423-A, and RS-422-A respectively. 
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3.3. RS-232-C Electrical 
Characteristic. 

Designed for discrete component technology. 
Unbalanced interface circuit. 

Interface 

Uses one conductor/circuit with one signal return. 
Signal rate limited to 20 K bps. 
Distance limited to 15 meters( 50 feet). 
Generates considerable cross talk. 
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Figure 3.4. RS-423-A 
Characteristics. 

Designed for IC technology. 
Unbalanced generator. 
Differential receiver. 

-

Electrical Interface 

One conductor/circuit with independent signal 
return for each direction. 
Signal rate up to 300 Kbps; Distance: lOOOm 
Reduced cross talk. 
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Characteristics. 

Designed for IC technology. 
Balanced generator. 
Differential receiver. 
Two conductors per circuit. 
Signaling rate up to 10 Mbps. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

--

Electrical Interface 

Distance: lOOOm ( <100 Kbps) to lOrn (at 10 Mbps). 
Reduced cross talk. 

The RS-423-A [11] uses an unbalanced generator 

(Fig.3.4) to transmit a signal (data or control). One 

output of this generator is always the conductor which 

carries the signal of interest. The other output is the 

sender's signal ground. The RS-422-A [10] uses a 

balanced generator (Fig.3.5), and hence the generator 

transmits a particular signal <voltage level) as the 

difference of the two outputs of the generator. The 

signal ground is not used at all. Hence any noise 

induced in the reference level (ground) does not affect 

transmission. 
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The major advantage of both RS-422-A and RS-423-A 

over RS-232-C is that they employ differential receivers. 



The most important characteristic of this type of 

receiver is that it measures a difference in voltage 

between two inputs. Since both inputs pass through the 

same electrical environment, they will experience the 

same voltage alteration, say X volts. Hence the 

"noise-laden" voltages at points A' & B' (Fig. 3. 4 & 3. 5) 
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are VA+X and V~+X assuming the 

and V e. Note that the 

receiver remains the same as 

original signals 

difference measured 

the differential 

were ~ 

by the 

voltage 

originally sent CRS-422-A), namely VA-VB since (VA+X) -

(Vb+X) = VA-V~. 

Electrical Characteristics 

The RS-449 specification divides 

circuits into 

implementation of 

Catagory I applies 

two 

the 

to 

categories in 

new electrical 

primary data, 

selected control circuits, while catagory 

all other circuits.(Table II). 

the interchange 

defining the 

characteristics. 

timing, and five 

II applies to 

The major objective of the RS-449 standard has been 

to maintain compatability with RS-232-C interfaces. 

has been partially accomplished by allowing the use 

unbalanced RS-423-A electrical characteristics 

This 

of 

in 

RS-232-C interfaces, provided the data-transmission rate 

is less than 20 K bps. For data rates over 20 K bps, the 

RS-232-C signals compatible with RS-449 standard, must 

use the balanced RS-422-A electrical characteristics. 
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The relationship between voltage and logic states 

for RS-422-A and RS-423-A are illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

Note that both standards use a narrower voltage range 

(-6V to +6V) than RS-232-C (-15V to +15V). In order to 

compensate for the unbalanced transmitter circuit, the 

noise margin for RS-423-A is 3.8V, which is significantly 

greater than 1.8V noise margin for RS-422-A. 

Mechanical Characteristics 

Since RS-449 incorporates more than 25 signals (used 

in RS-232-C), the EIA elected to use a 37 pin connector. 

In order to satisfy the requirements of some foreign 

standards organizations, the EIA chose another 9 pin 

connector on which only secondary channels appear. 

Functional Characteristics 

There are ten signals defined in the RS-449 

Standard. Very briefly, their functions are as follows: 

o Send Common (SC): This circuit provides a signal 

common return path for unbalanced circuits used in the 

direction from DTE to DCE. 

o Receive Common (RC): This circuit provides a common 

return path for unbalanced circuits used in the director 

from DCE to DTE. 

o Terminal in Service (IS): This circuit indicates to 

the DCE whether or not a DTE is operational. A major 

application of this circuit is to provide a busy signal 
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on a telephone line associated with a given DTE in case 

it is out of order. 

o New Signal (NS): This signal is used mostly in 

multipoint polling applications. The NS circuit is used 

by the control DTE to signal the control DCE that the 

message from one remote DTE has ended and a new one is 

about to begin. 

o Select Frequency (SF): This signal is used by the 

DTE to select the transmit and receive frequencies used 

by its DCE. 

o Local Loop-back (LL): This circuit is used by the 

DTE to request loop-back testing. 

o Remote Loop-back (RL): This circuit is used by the 

DTE to request the initiation of remote loop-back 

testing. 

o Test Mode (TM): TM is used to indicate to a DTE 

when a test condition has been established that involves 

its local DCE. 

o Select Standby (SS): This signal is used by the DTE 

to request a switch to standby equipment to replace prime 

equipment in case of failure. 

o Standby Indicator (SB): SB is used to indicate to 

the DTE whether regular or standby facilities are in use. 

Appendix A 

circuits and 

applicable. 

gives a complete list of the RS-449 

the equivalent RS-232-C circuit where 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA LINK LAYER 

The data link layer uses the physical layer to 

transmit and receive data frames and ensures error free 

communications. This layer provides data sequencing and 

error control (detection and correction) techniques using 

certain protocol standards. 

A protocol provides a method for the orderly and 

efficient exchange of data by establishing rules for the 

proper interpretations of controls. Use of an 

appropriate protocol can also reduce transmission 

inefficiencies. By allowing parameters to be preset 

before transmission, the extra information required to 

identify the parameters need not be sent with every data 

transfer. 

The basic tasks required in controlling information 

exchange over a serial communications facility include: 

o Establish and verify a connection. 

o Establish and/or verify identities. 

o Establish precedence and orderof transmission. 

o Handle data sequencing (i.e. blocking). 

0 Permit interruption or temporary suspension of 

communications with re-establishment of transmission. 
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o Permit control of devices and features attached to 

communicating stations. 

There are two basic types of Data Link Control (DLC) 

protocols: 

1. Byte 

character 

oriented protocols 

oriented. They 

These protocols are 

use certain predefined 

characters from a given code set for supervisory control. 

(e.g., IBM BSC, DEC DDCMP) 

2. Bit oriented protocols - A totally different class 

of link control protocols which use positionally located 

control fields rather than code set combinations for 

supervisory control. (e.g., SDLC, HDLC, ADCCP, BDLC, UDLC 

etc ..• ) 

The two types of transmission protocols described here 

are IBM's 

protocol and 

protocol. 

Binary Synchronous 

synchronous data 

Communications 

link control 

IBM Binary Synchronous Communications (BSC) 

(BSC) 

(SDLC) 

BSC [8] has been used since 1964 for IBM high speed 

synchronous data transmission. Synchronization is 

achieved by achieved by sending specific bit patterns, 

called SYNC characters, at the start of transmission. 

The receiving equipment trains on this sequence, adjusts 

its timing to conform, and operates in step with the 

transmitter. Data is sent as a serial string of binary 

digits composed of one or more 1 byte blocks. BSC 
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permits the use of variable block lengths and is suited 

for batch transmissions. BSC can be used with devices 

that transmit/receive EBCDIC, ASCII, or SBT (six bit 

transcode) code. 

BSC defines a set of control characters and sets up 

a fairly well defined set of data link control procedures 

using these control characters. The control characters 

and their respective functions are listed below. The 

Hexadecimal codes for the control characters are given in 

Table II. 

TABLE II 

HEXADECIMAL CODING OF BSC CONTROL CHARACTERS 

Control Characters 

SYN 
SOH 
STX 
ETX 
ENQ 
ETB 
NAK 
EOT 
ACK/0 
ACK/1 

EBCDIC 

32 
01 
02 
03 
2D 
26 
3D 
37 
10/70 
10/61 

CODE 

ASCII 

16 
01 
02 
03 
05 
17 
15 
04 
10/30 
10/31 
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o Synchronous Idle {SYN) is used to establish and 

maintain synchronization and as a time fill in the 

absence of data. A character-phase sync pattern is two 

SYNs at the start of each block. 

o Start of Heading {SOH) precedes a block of heading 

characters. A heading is a character consisting of 

information such as priority, routing etc. 

o Start of Text {STX) precedes a block of text 

characters and terminates a heading. 

o End of Text (ETX) terminates a block of characters. 

ETX requires a reply indicating the status of the 

receiving station. 

o End of Transmission Block (ETB) indicates end of a 

block of characters that started with SOH or STX. 

o End of Transmission {EOT) signals the end of a 

message, and causes a reset of all stations on the line. 

o Enquiry {ENQ) has two uses: to obtain a repeat 

transmission, or to bid for the line when transmitting 

point-to-point. 

o Affirmative Acknowledgement (ACK 0/ACK 1) consists 

os two characters, ACK 0 and ACK 1, which are sent 

alternately as blocks are received and accepted by the 

receiving station to indicate that each block has been 

received without error. 

o Negative Acknowledgement {NAK) indicates either that 

the previously received block was in error and the 
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station is ready for retransmission, or the receiving 

station is not ready to respond to a station selection. 

o Block Check Character (BCC). Each block of data is 

checked for receive errors. An error checking algorithm 

is executed for all bits in the data block, and the 

result is transmitted in the BCC character. The receiver 

executes the same algorithm and compares its result with 

received BCC character, thereby determining if there was 

an error in transmission. 

Basic Operation of the Data Link 

Block transmission in BSC starts by acquiring the 

line when it is in an idle (available) status. This is 

accomplished by sending the enquiry (ENQ) control 

character and receiving a ready response (ACK 0) from the 

receiving station. Transmission is ended by transmitting 

the EOT character, causing the line to be placed in the 

idle status. An illustration of basic BSC transmission 

sequences is shown in Table III. 

Error Checking 

BSC incorporates several techniques to check the 

accuracy of received data. These checking methods are 

directly related to the transmission codes used. With 

EBCDIC and SBT code, Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) [13] 

is employed. CRC is calculated at sending and receiving 

end by cyclically summing bits of the message as a binary 
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accumulation and dividing this value by a prime number. 

Only the remainder is kept as the BCC. With ASCII, 

Vertical Redundancy Checking (VRC) is used to check each 

character as it is received, and the entire block is 

checked by longitudinal Redundancy Checking (LRC). VRC 

is nothing but a parity check, and LRC character is 

inserted at the end of the transmission block as the BCC. 

TABLE III 

BSC CONTROL SEQUENCES FOR POINT-TO-POINT TRANSMISSION 

Action Character Sequences 

Station A Station B 

Transmission initiated SYN SYN ENQ FF SYN SYN ACKO FF 

Transmit data block 1 SYN SYN STX... SYN SYN ACKl FF 
text .• ETB BCC FF 

Transmit data block 2 SYN SYN STX... SYN SYN NAK FF 
text .. ETB BCC FF 

Retransmit block 2 SYN SYN STX... SYN SYN ACKO FF 
text .. ETB BCC FF 

End Transmission SYN SYN EOT FF 
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IBM Synchronous Data Link ~ontrol (SDLC) 

IBM announced SDLC in 1973 in conjuction with the 

3600 teller terminal systems for financial institutions. 

Today its use has becone widespread, as manufacturers of 

IBM compatible equipment emulate popular SDLC products 

eg. 3274/ 3278 terminals. SDLC is a bit oriented 

protocol and it permits both half and full-duplex 

operation. It permits up to seven blocks of data to be 

outstanding before requiring an acknowledgement ( buffer 

storage must be set aside to store the unacknowledged 

blocks ). Also, SDLC is equipment independent. 

Stations 

A station is the equipment/device located at one of 

a communications link. One and only one station of a 

communications line is a primary station; all other 

stations on the line are secondary stations. The 

primary station initiates all transmissions from a 

secondary station by inviting or commanding responses 

from the addressed secondary station. 

Modes of Operation 

The communications link can be in one of the three 

transmission states [7,16] : 

o Transient State Normally, this is the period 

between the station signalling the modern with a request 

to send the modern responding with a clear to send. 
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o Idle State - No transmission of control information 

or data. It is identified by a succession of 15 or more 

consecutive binary l's. 

o Active State - Control information or data is being 

transferred. The secondary station can be in one of 

three active modes, as established by the primary 

station-

o Normal Response Mode (NRM) - Responds to poll. 

o Normal Disconnect Mode (NDM) Responds to polls 

with a request to be put on line or to be initialized; 

ignores other commands. 

o Initialization Mode (INIT) Procedures for 

initialization mode are specified by using the system 

components. 

Frame Structure 

A common transmission frame layout is used for all 

transmissions. Three formats within the frame identify 

the exact interpretation of the contents of the frame. 

As illustrated in Figure 4.1 [7] the transmission frame 

consists of the sequence : 

FLAG - ADDRESS - CONTROL - INFORMATION - CRC - FLAG 
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Only the information field is optional. The other 

fields will always be present in any valid command or 

information transfer. 



Flag. This field is present both at the beginning 

and ending of a frame, and is the binary number 01111110 

( 7EH) • 

Address. This field always contains the identity 

of the secondary station that is communicating with the 

primary station. The secondary station may have one of 

the three types of addresses - station address, group 

address (common to several stations) or, broadcast 

address (acceptable to all stations on the link). 

~-ot----------1 SDLC FRAME 

.START 
FLAG 

A c I FCS .E:ND 
FLAG 

f-----+------!----+--------- -+----------'------f 
1 I I I I 

FLAG l ADDReSS: CONTROL I. VARIA~LE : FRto.l'1E CHECK .SE8, : FLAG 
1 I · I LENGTH I 1 
1 I I lNt:ORMATJON r 1 

~8 b1b -t-8 bit5+ SbLts-1 FIELD ~ 16 bits -__....;,.:•+ 8bLts-t 
I ' I I 
1 I I I 
1.. Spon of CRC: Accumula.U.011 __.j I 
I I 
I I 
11+------- Sj>CLI'\ q Z.E RO lnse-vtLon -------1 

ONE PACK tT 

Figure 4.1. SDLC Frame Format 
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This field identifies the type of Control. 

transmission. It can assume one of the three formats as 

illustrated in Figure 4.2 [7]. 

1. Information Transfer Format - Here the control 

field contains information that tracks the number and 

sequence of frames sent 

unacknowledged numbered 

outstanding (transmitted 

and received. Up 

information frames 

but not confirmed) 

to 

may 

at 

7 

be 

the 

transmitter. All unacknowledged frames must be retained 

by the transmitter, because it may be necessary to 

retransmit some or all of them if transmission errors 

occur. 

2. Supervisory Format - This identifies the three 

supervisory commands/responses: RR,RNR and REJ. 

o RR (Receive Ready) is sent by either primary or 

secondary station. It confirms numbered frames through 

Nr-1 and indicates that originating station is ready to 

receive. 

o RNR (Receive Not Ready) is sent by either primary or 

secondary station indicating a temporary busy condition 

due to buffering or other internal constraints. 

o REJ (Reject) is sent by either primary or secondary 

station to request transmission or retransmission 

numbered frames. 

3. Unnumbered Format This provides the basic 

control for setting up information exchanges between 

primary and secondary stations. There are a total of 
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fourteen Unnumbered Information CUI) commands and 

responses. The three most used primary station commands 

are UA, RIM, DM and FRMR. A summary of command and 

response control fields [7] is given in Appendix B. 

L N,. P/F Ns 0 l N FOR.MA110N 
"Tf<ANS FER 

NY' ?/F CO~E 0 1 .SU P£R.\11.:50R. ~ 

:COD~ P/F Co~E 1 1 "U NNUMP.::lE.R.ED 
i="OIZMAT 

Nr - Number of correct frames received since 
last ACK. Maximum= 7, ( 3 bits > 

Ns - Number of frames sent since last ACK. 
Maximum= 7, ( 3 bits ). 

P - Poll bit; sent by the primary station. 
F - Final frame; sent by secondary station. 
CODE - Supervisory and Nonsequenced control code. 

Figure 4.2. Control Field Codes. 

Zero Insertion[l6] 

The opening and closing flags must be unique to 

properly define the tr~nsmission frame. Each frame 

begins and ends with a special bit pattern, namely 

01111110. 



Whenever the transmitting hardware encounters five 

consecutive l's in the Information, Address or Control 

fields, it automatically stuffs a 0 bit into the outgoing 

bit stream. Hence, when the receiver .sees five 

consecutive incoming 1 bits, followed by a 0 bit, it 

automatically destuffs (deletes) the 0 bit. 

Table IV illustrates the advantages of a bit 

oriented protocol (SDLC) over a byte oriented protocol 

(IBM BSC). One of the problems associated with both BSC 

and SDLC is the delay involved in waiting for 

acknowledges. Prolonged delays 

given the fact that every 

acknowledgement. This problem 

by the use of SDLC. 

The ANSI Advanced 

Procedures (ADCCP) and 

Data 

the 

with 

block 

BSC 

of 

are 

data 

imminent, 

needs an 

is lessened considerably 

communications Control 

ISO High level 

Control (HDLC) are largely similar to SDLC. 

Data Link 

The most 

important capability these protocols have over SDLC is 

their ability to support a modulo count of 128 i.e., have 

up to 127 messages or blocks of data outstanding before 

an acknowledgemen·t is required. 
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TABLE IV 

ADVANTAGES OF SDLC OVER IBM BSC 

Features SDLC BSC 
Bit oriented Byte oriented 

1) Mode of Transmission Half duplex Half duplex only 

2) Control Codes 

3) Acknowledges 

5) Operation 

& Full duplex. 

Unique codes 
Not from users 
data set. 

Permits 7 blocks 
of data to be 
outstanding 
before any ACK 
is returned. 

Device indepen
dent. 

Codes chosen 
from user's data 
set. 

Every block of 
data to be ack
nowledged by 
receiver. 

Device dependent 
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CHAPTER V 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN 

AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The software and hardware were implemented using a 

simple computer network consisting of two microcomputers. 

The microcomputers were Radio Shack TRS-80 model IIs, 

which are Z80 microprocessor based systems. They behave 

like Data Terminal Equipment CDTE)[l7]. 

The implementation can be divided into two stages as 

follows. (refer figure 5.1 (a) & (b)) 

1. Develop data communications software on the TRS-80 

model II for inter-microcomputer communications via the 

RS232-C ports already available. The Null Modem cable is 

configured as shown in figure 5.2. The purpose of the 

software is to enable the user to transfer files from one 

microcomputer to another, using the SDLC protocol. 

2. Design the hardware interchange circuit (adapter) to 

convert the available RS232-C standard signals to the 

RS449 standard signals. Later, test the hardware with 

the help of the communications software developed in 

stage I. As illustrated in figure 5.1 (b), the RS232-C 

signal available at the transmitter is converted to 

RS423-A standard signal with the help of the adapter: 
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and, the same RS423-A signal is converted back to the 

RS232-C signal at the receiver end. 

Finally, The performance of the two types of 

interface circuits are compared, using the SDLC 

communications software as a benchmark. 

TRI\NSMtiTER /R.S232C p~,.,.~ RECEI\JE R. 

SDLC 
RS2~2 d ~TAN ~RJ.) .SIGrNALS 

o.DLC 
.SGttwc:~.Te "t~Jtw~•e 

(a) STAGE I - RS232-C standard communications channel. 

---------, RS 2.32C 
PORT 

TRA.NSM I TTE' R 

R..S42oA sr~NOAA.o 
\S '"' '-l-'LS 

A.PAPTE~ 

RECEI\/ER 

..SDLC 

(b) STAGE II - RS423-A standard communications channel. 

Figure 5.1. Block diagram for the two stage 
implementation. 
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Software Design 

The serial I/O device used in the TRS 80 model II 

microcomputer is a Z80 SIO. The Z80-SIO [19] is capable 

of handling asynchronous and synchronous byte oriented 

protocols such as IBM Bisync, and synchronous bit 

oriented protocols such as HDLC and SDLC. 

Features of Z80 SIO 

o Two independent full-duplex channe~s. 

o Data rates in synchronous or isosynchronous modes: 

0 - 500 Kbps with 2 MHz system clock. 

0 - 880 Kbps with 4 MHz system clock. 

o Receiver data register quadruply 

transmitter doubly buffered. 

o IBM SDLC features: 

Abort sequence generation and deletion. 

Automatic zero insertion and deletion 

Automatic flag insertio'n between messages. 

Address field recognition. 

CRC generation and checking. 

buffered; 

o Separate modem control signals for both channels. 

Programming Z80 SIO 

The SIO offers the choice of polling, interrupts 

(vectored or non-vectored) and block-transfer modes to 
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transfer data, status and control information to and from 

the CPU. 

Polling. The Z80-SIO status registers are updated 

at appropriate times for each function being performed. 

When the CPU is operating in a polling fashion, it reads 

the contents of these status registers, before performing 

an input or output of data bytes. In addition, error and 

other consideration are also indicated. Polling is 

adopted in slow asynchronous communications protocols 

[ 14 ] . 

Interrupts. The SIO has an elaborate interrupt 

scheme to provide fast interrupt service in real time 

applications. Transmit interrupts, receive interrupts 

and external interrupts are the main sources of 

interrupts. Each interrupt source is enabled under 

program control, with channel A having higher priority 

than channel B, and with receive, transmit and 

external/status interrupts prioritorized in that order 

within each channel. 

When the transmit interrupt is enabled, the CPU is 

interrupted by the transmit buffer becoming empty. The 

receiver can interrupt the CPU in one of three ways: 

o Interrupt on first received character. 

o Interrupt on every received character. 

o Interrupt on a special receive condition. 

The special receive condition (e.g. End Of Frame 

interrupt in SDLC) can cause an interrupt, only if the 
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interrupt on first character received, or interrupt on 

all received characters mode is selected. 

Internal Structure of Z80 SIO: Each channel 

contains its own set of control and status <write & read) 

registers, and control and status logic. The registers 

for each channel are designated as follows : 

WRO - WR7 = Write registers 0 through 7. 

RRO - RR2 = Read registers 0 through 2. 

Table V lists the functions assigned to each read 

and write register. The program first issues a series of 

commands that initialize the basic modes of operation and 

then other commands that qualify conditions within the 

selected mode. The read and write register bit functions 

are listed in Appendix C & D respectively. 

The programming logic for SDLC protocol involves the 

following steps. 1. Initialization. 2. Operation. 3. 

Termination. Detailed explanation of these steps are 

discussed in the Z80 SIO Technical Manual [18]. 

Initialization 

The Z80 SIO is programmed to operate in SDLC mode. 

The write registers are initialized to the following 

settings. 

o Interrupt logic - Vectored interrupts are enabled. 

Enable transmit and receive (every character) interrupts. 

Hence, the special receive condition interrupts (End of 

Frame, Receive Overrun) are automatically enabled. 
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TABLE V 

Z80 SIO CONTROL AND STATUS REGISTERS 

Read Register Functions 

RRO Transmit/ Receive buffer status, interrupt 
status and external status. 

RRl Special Receive condition status. 
RR2 Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only). 

WRO Register pointers, CRC initialize, Initial
ization commands for various modes, etc. 

WRl Transmit/Receive interrupt and data transfer 
mode definition. 

WR2 Interrupt vector (Channel B only). 
WR3 Receive parameters and control. 
WR4 Transmit/Receive misc. parameters and modes. 
WRS Transmit parameters and controls. 
WR6 Sync character or SDLC address field. 
WR7 Sync character or SDLC Flag. 

o Transmit parameters: Data bits per character equals 

8. Select SDLC polynomial for CRC calculation. Enable 

DTR and CTS. Disable transmit logic & CRC. 

o Receive parameters: Data bits per characater equals 

8. Enable frame hunt and CRC. Disable DCD & CTS. 

Disable receive logic. 

o Address byte is written into WR6 and Flag byte (7EH) 

is written into WR7. 
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Operation 

The transmitter 

transmitting only after 

(primary 

CTS is 

station) 

active. CTS 

starts 

becomes 

active once the receiver (secondary station) is ready to 

receive. The whole information frame is transmitted 

using transmit interrupts. When the transmit underrun 

occurs at the end of frame ), the transmit logic is 

disabled. The next record is read from the source file. 

This process is repeated until all records of the file 

are transmitted. 

The receiver is interrupted for the first time on 

receiving the address byte, and every byte thereafter. 

An end of frame interrupt is generated at the end of each 

information frame. The transmitter is enabled by 

enabling RTS at the beginning of each frame. 

Termination 

The control field is used to recognize the end of 

file. The control field equals OF (Hex) for all records 

that carry information. 

a control field of 

The end of file record contains 

00 (Hex). Once the EOF record is 

received the destination file is closed. 

Baud Rate Modification 

The Z80 Counter Timer Clock (CTC) [18] supplies the 

clock input to channels A & B of the Z80 SIO. The Z80 
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CTC can be programmed to operate in timer or counter 

mode. In the counter mode, the CTC output clock rate can 

be varied by changing the time constant loaded into 

CTC's time costant register. 

For a given baud rate the time constant can be 

calculated as follows. 

p X T = 1 I f where, p = input clock period 
T = time constant 
f = Baud Rate 

(frequency) 
0 = input clock freq. 

p = 1 I 0 
= 1 I 2 MHZ = 500 nsec. 

For f = 9600 baud, 

T = 1 I f X p 
= 1 I 9600 X 500 X 10-9 

= 208 

The time constants for the baud rates ranging from 

9600 to 2 Mbps are listed in Appendix E. 

Purpose of SDLC communications 

The same SDLC communications program resides on both 

microcomputers. One microcomputer assumes the role of 

the primary station (transmitter), and the other is the 

secondary station (receiver). The communications program 

helps in transferring user selected files from the 

primary to the secondary station. 

The receiver station has to be set up first by going 

through the following steps. 

1. Choose appropriate baud rate (key in the code). 



1. Choose appropriate baud rate (key in the code). 

2. Key in the destination file name. 

Then, the transmitter station is started by the 

following steps. 

1. Choose the same baud rate as the receiver. 

2. Key in the source file name that is to be transmitted. 

3. Key in a carraige return (CR) if receiver is ready. 

An asterisk (*) is displayed for every record 

transferred on both microcomputers. If the file is 

transferred properly, a completion message is displayed 

at the end. However, overrun and CRC errors are detected 

by the software and appropriate error messages are 

displayed. 

Hardware Design 

The hardware design consists of two phases. The 

first phase is to configure the RS-232-C null modem cable 

as shown in Figure 5.2. This cable is used as the serial 

channel connecting the two Radio Shack microcomputers. 

The second phase involves the design of the RS-232-C 

RS-449 interface [12]. Interface circuits implemented 

with RS-422-A will not directly interoperate with 

RS-232-C receivers, since RS-422 uses balanced circuits 

and RS-232 uses unbalanced circuits. Therefore, when 

operating with RS-232-C 

must be used on category 

equipment, RS-423-A generators 

I as well as category II 

circuits, to facilitate interoperation. 
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Figure 5.2. RS-232-C Null Modem Cable 

The TRS-80 model II microcomputer supports RS-232 

standard signals over its serial channels. Hence, to 

make the signals appear as RS-423-A compatible signals 

the following hardware modification is implemented at 

both the primary and secondary stations (externally on 

the communications channel). 

Transmitter: The signal transmitted complies with 

the RS-232-C standard (without any hardware interface). 

This signal has to be converted to a RS-423 compatible 

signal (logic 0 = +6V, logic 1 = -6V). Hence, the 

transmitted signal is input to a RS 232 receiver 

(MC1489), which converts the signal to TTL voltage 

levels. This output is input to an unbalanced RS 423 



generator (Am26LS29). 

interface circuit. 

PRIMARY 
STATION 

'RS-232-C: Rt<:.EI\/ER, RS-42:0-A qeN~I\TOf, 

MC 1489 Am 26L529 

R 

0UTP1.J1 VOL 1A~E 

Vop. = 2·5\1 (miYI) 

VoL= 0 '45'1 (ma.x) INPUT VoL Tt\GrE. 

Vnt == 2·0\J (rr11n) 
VlL = O·PlV (Mo.x.) 

The Figure 5.3. depicts this 

Am 26 LS 3 2 

SECONDARY 
STATION 

MC1468 

1NPU1 IJOLTN:r'£ 
VrH = J- g \l (Min) 
V - 0. 3 'V (Hlo.x) 

OUTPUT VOLTA<:[E tC 
VoH:::: ;(· 5'-1 (rvlll'l) 

VoL= 0·45\1 (.n~) 

Figure 5.3. Generator and Receiver connections 
at Interface. 

Receiver: The received signal complies with the 

RS-423 voltage levels ( logic 0 = +GV, logic 1 = -6V ). 

This signal has to be converted to RS 232 levels. This is 

accomplished by a set of RS-423 differential receiver 

(Am26LS32) and a RS 232 generator (MC1488). This is 

illustrated in the same circuit diagram (figure 5.3). 
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The circuit diagram for the entire channel interface 

is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The cable connecting the 

RS 423 generator and receiver is a twisted pair with 
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the signal circuit and the signal return intertwined. The 

power supply requirements are +5V, -5V, +12V and -12V. 

The integrated circuit chips (I.e.'s) used in the circuit 

are listed in Table VI. The pin connection diagrams for 

each I.C. used are illustrated in Appendix F. 

TABLE VI 

Functional Specifications of the I.e.'s Used. 

I.C Component Function 
Id. No. 

Ul, U2 MC1488 RS232-C Quad Line Drivers. 

U3, U4 MC1489 RS232-C Quad Line Receivers. 

US, U6 Am26LS29 RS423 Quad Line Drivers. 

U7, ua Am26LS32 RS422/423 Quad Differential 
Line Receivers. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

Summary of Results 

The main purpose of this project was to evaluate the 

new interface standard called the RS449 (RS423 in 

particuler) and compare its performance with the RS232-C 

interface standard. A communications software, which 

uses SDLC protocol, was developed to measure the 

performance of the two types of interface. As discussed 

in chapter v, a true RS449 standard interface port was 

not used. Instead, the RS232-C ports available on the 

microcomputers (TRS-80 model II) were converted to 

RS423-A standard ports with the help of hardware adapters 

developed using standard receiver/driver integrated 

circuit components. 

The criteria used for measuring the performance of 

the two interfaces were -

1. Speed: Rate of data communications in bits per 

second. 

2. Distance: Maximum distance of error free 

transmission. 
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Speed: The 

developed, were 

Kbps, 76.8 Kbps 

data rates provided by the software 

7812 bps, 9600 bps, 19.2 Kbps, 38.4 

and 153.6 Kbps. The software had a 

limitation with reference to the maximum rate at which it 

received characters. The time taken by the Receive 

Interrupt Service routine determines the minimum (least) 

duration to receive one character. Hence, the time taken 

to service a receive interrupt was 55.5 usecs. However, 

for a data rate of 153.6 Kbps, each byte was arriving at 

the receiver port, once every 52.1 usecs. This indicates 

that the software was limited to a maximum data rate of 

76.8 Kbps. This was tested out with both types of 

interfaces (RS232C & RS423A) using short lengths of 

cables (5 feet long). 
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Distance: According to the RS423-A 

specifications, one 

distances without any 

can transfer data over larger 

signal loss as compared to the 

RS232-C interface. Hence, to evaluate this aspect, a 60 

feet long cable (twisted pair) was used to connect the 

pseudo RS423-A ports (RS232 ports converted to RS423 

ports). The software functioned properly (error free) 

over the RS423 interface channel. Whereas, over a 60 

feet long RS232 cable connected between the RS232 ports 

alone, the software was not functioning consistantly. 

With the help of an oscilloscope it was determined, that 

the clock signal which was being transmitted over the 

RS232 channel, was deteriorating (attenuating) over long 



cables. Hence, the receiver end was not synchronized 

with the transmitter. As a result, the software was not 

working. The data rates for transmission attempted, were 

again 7812 bps, 9600 bps, 19.2 Kbps, 38.4 Kbps and 153.6 

Kbps. The file transfer did not occur for 153.6 Kbps, 

because of the software limitation mentioned earlier. 

Conclusions 

The performance of the communications software on 

the two types of interfaces RS232-C and RS423-A, 

indicate that, with RS423 one can transfer data over 

larger distances without any signal loss, as compared to 

a RS232-C interface. According to specifications data 

rates up to 300 Kbps can be achieved using a true RS423-A 

interface. However, the data transfer rate is limited to 

76.8 Kbps here, because of the software limitation. If 

the receive interrupt service routine is made shorter, or 

if a polling scheme is used, then, higher data rates 

could be achieved. Ultimately, the data transfer rate, 

using either type of interface, is limited by what the 

Z80-SIO can support. According to specifications, the 

maximum data rate must be less than (system clock 

frequency)/ 4.5 ~ 800 Kbps. 

Future Development 

In evaluating the RS-232-C RS-449 interface, a 

true RS-449 port was not used at the receiver end. 
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Instead, a RS-232-C port (available on the microcomputer) 

was converted to appear as a RS-449 port. For further 

analysis, one could use a true RS-449 standard port, and 

measure the performance of the communication link. 

The interface developed may be useful in a 

"gateway", which is a special node that interfaces two or 

more dissimilar computer networks ( •• which use different 

interface standards in the physical layer, for example). 

Since VLSI devices and interfaces to support them 

have appeared, local area networks (LANS) have been 

multiplying like rabbits. The advantages of connecting a 

relatively cheap work station to expensive file servers 

and graphic peripherals are obvious. However, locking 

users into a particular hardware/software combination 

could prove counter productive in the long run. 
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APPENDIX A 

RS-449 INTERFACE CIRCUITS AND 

RS-232-C EQUIVALENTS 
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SG 
sc 
RC 

IS 
IC 
TR 
DM 

SD 
RD 

TT 

ST 

RT 

RS 
cs 
RR 
SQ 
NS 
SF 
SI 

LL 
RL 
TM 

ss 
SB 

TABLE VII 

RS449 INTERFACE CIRCUITS AND 
RS232-C EQUIVALENTS 

EIA RS-449 

Signal Ground 
Send Common 
Receive Common 

Terminal in Service 
Incoming Call 
Terminal Ready 
Data Mode 

Send Data 
Received Data 

Terminal Timing 

Send Timing 

Receive Timing 

Request to Send 
Clear To Send 
Receiver Ready 
Signal Quality 
New Signal 
Select Frequency 
Signalling Rate 
Indicator 

Local Loop Back 
Remote Loop Back 
Test Mode 

Select Standby 
Standby Indicator 

EIA RS-232-C Pin 
Assignment 

AB Signal Ground 19 
37 
20 

28 
CE Ring Indicator 15 
CD Data Terminal Ready 12-30 
cc Data Set Ready 11-29 

BA Transmitted Data 4-22 
BB Received Data 6-24 

DA Transmitter Clock 17-35 
(DTE Source) 

DB Transmitter Clock 5-23 
(DCE Source) 

DD Receiver Clock 8-26 

CA Request to Send 7-25 
CB Clear to Send 9-27 
CF Data Carrier Detect 13-31 
CG Signal Quality Detecter 33 

34 
16 

CI Data Signal Rate 2 
Selector (DCE source) 

10 
14 
18 

32 
36 

Note: o Category I circuits have two pin assignments 
to handle differential generators & receivers. 

o All Secondary Circuits are omitted in the table. 
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APPENDIX B 

SDLC COMMAND AND RESPONSE 

CONTROL FIELDS 
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Field ,..._ 
u ........ _. 

Suoervascrv 

lnlormauon 

Source: 

TABLE VIII 

SUMMARY OF COMMAND AND RESPONSE 
CONTROL FIELDS 

1 ... 
s-

Last FiiSI 

J ~.~:;:_. 4 Acrano,m Corn....ul Resoanse Der..-.g Ch•actensrocs 

000 P•F Q011 Ul X X Unnumbered command or .._ 1l'lal carnes on-
fonMuan. 

000 F 0111 RIM X R- lftftlliiiUliOR macle: llliuaJIZahOII neeaea; 
-oecz SIM. 

000 " 0111 S1M It Set inftlalizatllln made: ll"le usong sys:em prescrobes 
me proceaures. 

100 " 0011 SNAM It Set ncrmal resoanse moae: nnsm11 on cammana 
amy. 

000 F 1111 DM X Thos s:.-aan os "' disconnec: -.. 

70 

010 " 0011 DISC X Da nat nnsmc ar recaM~ onlonnlmon lctoscannecedl. 

011 F 0011 UA " Admowtedl;ntem 'for unnuii'IOer.a w.:uwas 
cs:~RM. DISC. SIMI. 

100 F 0111 FRMR X Frame...-= ...,.lad frame- masr ._ 
Sl\IRM. DISC. « SIM. 

111 F 1111 BCN It Sea=~": Signals lass of IIIIIUl. 

110 P·F 01,1 CFGR X X Configure: -- funazan a---=- in .manna-
ttan fae•d. 

010 F 001~ RD lC Reauest clos::annec: U.os sta:oan wara:s 1D dosc=nnec:. 

101 p F 1111 XIC I X X Exc.-.ange S:atiCin oaemofiCIItJCn: ce...:rf.cm"'" m 

I 
ontarmatoan fii!IC. 

001 p 0011 UP X Unnumoerea pall respanse ag11anat If P tl•t nar an 

111 p F 0011 TESi I X X Tes: oa::ern m ~t~format•on f•e•c. 

I ' 
lllr p F 0001 "" X X Aeac:\1 !a reeeJYe. 

lllr P F 0101 RNA X X Not re.aav to recente 

,.., p F 1001 RE.J X X F\e1~ transmn or re:ransmn.. ~.art•ng W'trh traiTM! Nr 

IN• p F Ns J : I X X Sttaut!'1Ce= 1-frame 

Datapro Research Corp. IBM Synchronous Data 
Link Control CSDLC). Delran, NJ 08075. 



APPENDIX C 

Z80-SIO READ AND WRITE REGISTER 

SPECIFICATIONS 
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Source: 

Read Register Bit Functions 

R£AD REGISTER 0 

READ REGISTER lt 

·usea WtU, E~;terna S:a•us 
•ntenuo! Moce 

\D7 '~,D! CA.01 :~ D, 00 J 

L_ALLSENT 

1 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 , 
1 ,, , 

0 1 1 
1 , 1 
0 0 0 

BEAD REGISTER Z 

tVanaOle ~~ Status Affects 
vector 15 Proqrammed 

I FIELD BITS I FIELD BITS IN 
IN PREVIOUS SECOND PREVIOUS 

BYTE BYTE 
0 3 
0 • 
I 5 
I I 
I 7 
0 • 
1- • 
2 • 

·~estao.~e Oa:a For E•gnt 
R- B•ts:Cnaracter Programmed 

Z80 SIO Technical Manual. 
Campbell, California, Feb 

Zilog 
1978. 
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Write Register Bit Functions 

WRITE REGISTER 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 , , 
1 , 

0 0 0 REGISTER 0 
0 0 I REGISTER I 
0 1 0 REGISTER 2 
0 1 I REGISTER 3 
I a 0 REGISTER • 
I a I REGISTER S 
1 t 0 REGISTER I 
I I 1 REGISTER 7 

0 NULL CODE 
1 SEND ABORT ISDLCl 
0 RESET EXT/STATUS INTERRUPTS 
I CHANNEL RESET 
0 ENABLE INT ON NEXT Aa CHARACTER 
I RESET TaiNT PENDING 
a ERROR RESET 
1 RETURN FROM INT ICH·A ONLY) 

a a NULL CODE 
a t RESET Ra CRC CHECKER 
1 0 RESET Ta CRC GENERATOR 
1 1 RESET Ta UNDEAAUNIEOM LATCH 

WRITE REGISTER 1 

~~~~~~:~·~:~:~1~1 

I I EXT INT ENABLE 
Ta INT ENABLE 

&....----STATUS AFFECTS VECTOR 
jCH. B ONLY) 

0 Aa INT DISABLE } 
1 Ra INT ON FIRST CHARACTER 
0 INT ON ALL Aa CHARACTERS (PARITY AFFECTS VECTORI • 
1 INT DN ALL Ra CHARACTERS (PARITY DOES NOT AFFECT 

VECTOR) 

WAIT/READY ON R/T 

l~====WiiTIREADY FUNCTION 
WAITIREAOY ENAIILE 

WRITE REGISTER 2 (CHANNEL B ONLYJ 

I~·~·~ ~.~~~·~~~1 

~~ INTERRUPT 
v• VECTOR 
vs 
V& 

~~} 
~----------vr 

WRITE REGISTER 3 

Aa 5 BITS/CHARACTER 
Aa 7 BITS/CHARACTER 
Ra 6 BITS/CHARACTER 
An I BITS/CHARACTER 

A• ENABLE 
SYNC CHARACTER LOAD INHIBIT 
AODRESS SEARCH MODE (SDLCI 
Ra CRC ENABLE 
ENTER HUNT PHASE 
AUTO ENABLES 

WRITE REGISTER 4 

II L_PAAITY ENABLE 
&....---PARITY EVENIOOD 

t SYNC MODES ENABLE 
1 1 STOP BITr.:HARACTER 
0 \'It STOP BITS/CHARACTER 
I 2 'STOP BITS/CHARACTER 

0 0 I BIT SYNC CHARACTER 
0 \ 16 BIT SYNC CHAAACTER 
1 0 SDLC MOOE !011111 10 FLAG I 
1 1 EXTERNAL SYNC MOOE 

0 a XI CLOCK MODE 
a I XI& CLOCK MODE 
\ 0 X32 CLOCK MODE 
I 1 X&& CLOCK MODE 

WRITE REGISTER 5 

0 Ta 5 BITS lOR LESSVCHAAACTER 
1 Tz 7 BITS/CHARACTER 
a Ta 6 BITS/CHARACTER 
1 Ta I BITS/CHARACTER 

DTR 

WRITE REGISTER 6 

fo1~~.o5 .o. o,.c1 ~~.c:f 

SYNC BIT 3 • 
SYNC BIT. 
SYNC BIT 5 
SYNC BIT 6 

i~~g ::~ ~} 
'------------SYNC BIT 7 

• Also SOLC .laoress F •e•O 

WRITE REGISTER 7 

lll ll......=::::::t_mgmt} 
'-· ------SYNC SIT 11 , 

l~=~=======SYNC BIT 1~ SYNC BIT 13 
SYNC SIT 14 

1....-----------SYNC SIT IS 

"For SC.,.(' ,. k.• .. :.r 8':' F•oc.rJ..,, ... ~ 
!O Ot' • • • • ~ :o, F, .. u; H~c~~ • ~~ 

Source: Z80 SIO Technical Manual. Zilog, Inc., 
Campbell, California, 1978. 
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TABLE IX 

Z80 TIME CONSTANTS FOR SELECTED 

BAUD RATES 

Baud Rates ( bps ) CTC Time Constant 

7812 256 

9600 208 

19,200 104 

38,400 52 

76,800 26 

153,600 13 

307,200 7 

614,400 3 

1,228,800 2 

2,000,000 1 

NOTE: o Time Constant = 1 I (Baud rate x Clock period) 

o System Clock Period = 500 x 10 sees. 

o All Time Constants are rounded off to the 
nearest integer. 
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PIN CONNECTION DIAGRAMS 

OF I. c. Is USED 
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Am26LS29 Quad Three-State Single Ended 
RS-423 Line Driver 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

• Four single ended line drivers in one package for maximum 
package density 

• Output short-circuit protection 
• Individual nsa time control for each output 
• High capacitive load drive capability '\. 
• Low lee and lee power consumption (26mW/driver typ.) 
• Meets all requirements of R$-423 
• Three-state outputs for bus oriented systems 
• Outputs do not clamp line with power off or in hi-impedance 

state over entire transmission line voltage range of RS-423 
• low current PNP inputs compatible with TIL, MOS and CMOS 
• Available in military and commercial temperature range 
• Advanced low power Schottky prpcessing 

LOGIC DIAGRAM 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
Top View 

vee SLEW RATE 
COIIiTAOL A 

INI'\JT A 
OUTI'UT A 

IN~UT B OUTPUT 8 

ENABI.E SLEW RATE 
CONTROL 8 

GNO SLEW RATE 
CONTROL C 

INI'IJT C 
OUT~UT C 

INI'IJT 0 
OUTPUT 0 

Vee SLEW RATE 
CONTROL 0 

Note: Pin t is matk.ed lor orientatiOn. 
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Am26LS32 Quad Differential Line Receiver. 

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER IS TICS 

• Input voltage range of 15V (differential or common mode) 
on Am26LS33; 7V (differential or common mode) on 
Am26LS32 

• :t0.2V sensitivity over the input voltage range on Am26LS32; 
±O.SV sensitivity on Am26LS33 \. 

• The Am26LS32 meets all the requirements of As-422 and 
AS423 . 

• 6k minimum input impedance 
• 30mV input hysteresis 
• Operation from single +5V supply 
• 16-pin hermetic and molded DIP package 
• Fail safe input-output relationship. Output always high 

when inputs are open. 
• Three-state drive, with choice of complementary output 

enables, for receiving directly onto a data bus. 
• Propagation delay 17ns typical 
• Available in military and commercial temperature range 
• Advanced low-power Schottky processing 

LOGIC DIAGRAM 

G~O OUTPUT 0 OUTPUT e 

CONNECTION DIAGRAM 
Top View 

INPUTS A { 
Vee 

} INPUTS B 
OUTPUT A 

ENABLE OUTPUT! 

OUTPUT C ENABLE 

INPUTS C { 
OUTPUT 0 

} INPUTS 0 
GNO 

OUTPUT B OUTPUT A 



MC1488 : Quad MDTL Line Driver RS-232-C. 

QUAD LINE DRIVER 

T~ '~:,4E:. ·~ i mo'"IOIIth•c. c ... a:: une C~""•'re~ o~(,.gneo to •nter 

fac2 ca-:. te"'.,~~"'\i ecu•prne.,t w&tr oate commvn•c.at•on!. eou•omen1 
rnco~!::yma.,oowot~ t"especofocatoon•c.fEit. Standard No RS 232C 

• CurT.,.,t Lr'THtf:C Output 
:!.10"1Atyp 

• Pow...-.Q•! Source Impedance 
3000hms mon 

• s,...,, .• s- Rat< Control With External Capacrtor 

• F •e>~bOe Operat•",S Supply Range 

• C.:..,pa•ool• w•tn All Motorola MDTL and MTIL L09•c Famohes 

l SUFFlX 
CEqAMIC PACKAGE 

CASE 632.02 
M0-001AA 

PSUFRX 
PLASTIC PACKAGE 

CASE 646-05 

PI"' CONIIIECTIONS 

MC1489 Quad MDTL Line Receiver RS-232-C. 

QUAD LINE RECEIVERS 

The MC 1489 monohth&c Quad I me receiVers are des•gned to mter 
face data term mal eQu•pment w&th data commun•cat•ons eQuroment 
on conformance wrth the >pe<:ofrcatrons of EIA Standard No AS 232C 

• Input ReSistance- 3 0 k to 7.0 krlohms 

• Input Sognal Range-± 30 Volts 

• Input Threshold Hvstere5•S Bu,lt In 

• Response Control 
al Logoc Threshold Shoftong 
bl Input Noose Frlterong 

l SUFFIX 
CERAMIC PACKAGE 

CASE 632.02 
M0-001AA 

P SUFFIX 
PtASTIC PACKAGE 

CASE 646-05 
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i ••• ** * ............................ **** ***** ...... ., •••••• 

;• 

;* 

SOHWARE INTERFACE FOR HICROCOHPUTER 

COHHUNICATIONS USING 

SDLC PROTOCOL 

• 
• 

i* * 
;• • 
;* H • S • lliESIS PaOJECT 

;* * 
; * Author : NARAYAN HAKARAH * 
ie Progra• : OlKHP.HAC Apri I 1984 • 
•• * 

;* * 
;• Thts aoftware interface packa1e trao.tera a • 
.• file fr0111 a pruaary statton (•tcroco•putel') to * 

;* a aecondacy •tauon ( another' •tcrocot~putel' * 
i* wtth .an addceaa • AA he• ) • The protocol u•ed * 

i* for' communlcatlona 11 Synchronoua Data Ltnk * 
i* Control (SDLC). The tran•fer rate• for c:oaa • 
e* un1cattona available to the u•er are- 7812 bpa,* 

i* 9600 bp•. l9.2 kbpa 1 38.4 Kbp• & 76.8 ~bp1. • 
;* The software u1e1 antel'rupt proce•••s ro • 
i* transmit and recetve every character. 

;• * 
;* USEII PROMPTS AND RESPONSES • * 
;* Uaer proqpt• •re underl i.ned 6 c~nt1 are * 
;• anclo•ed tn "/* 11 - co .. :uaente - •-.r•. ) * 
;* * 
;* I) A> COIIHF * 
i* 2) Baud Ro<eo •) 7812 9600 19.2l 18.4K 76.U * 
;* CODES ••••••> 0 2 4 

;• Key in code • I /* 9600 baud ••lected */ * 

;* INITIALIZATION COHPLET!:D 

;* ]) Tcannatt(T), Recetve(R); T or It •) T • 
;* I* Thta eKample ahova traoe•it reaponae• *I * 

;* /* The next pr0a1pt ia not diaphyed for */ * 

;• I* the Receiver. */ * 

;* 4) TYPE (CR> IF U:CEIVER STATION IS IU.DY:<CR> * 

;* ............... ~ • 
;* I• '"*" dhpiayed for every record tran•aaatted •/ * 

;* 5) )) COHPLET!:D TRANSHISSIOH )) * 
i* * 
;* 

:* Note: The recetver- (aecondacy •tauon) ahould 

i* inuialized fii'U: ( etepl 1-l ) 1 before the 

;* tranamlttec (pncaary ltatlon) ta tnltialued. 

;* 

........................................... ** ......... 

i ********************* ................................. . 

;• 

:* Routine Oe•c ri pr ion 

;* ··--· ······---- * 

;* INITVECT : Initial he a the interrupt wee tor * 
;• table vLth •el'vlce routine addreaae••* 

i* BAUDSEL : Prompt• ueer to eelect baud rate. 

:* lNlTSIO : lnttulizea Z80 510 to operate in * 
;• SDLC mode 1 and the Z80 CTC i• aet 

;* to provade the clocK ugnal for the . 
;• desared baud rate. 

i• TRANSHI\' : Transm1t1 an user selected file untll* 

00 
...... 



EOF 1 s reached. 

; * TRNS FRM Tr.al\').:nlls one SDLC frame, wtnch 

equ.al to 1 record of 128 bytes. 

;* TRNS!NT Transml tter Lnterrupt servtce rout.1.ne• 

;* Transmtts one byte at a ttme. 

;* RECEIVE Recetvea a file and wr1tes tt on the * 

;* the dtakette. (uaer aelect1 file name) 

; * REC$FRH Recet vea one SDLC frame • • 
;* RECS!NT Recet ver interrupt 11ervice routine. 

;* Interrupti generated on every byte. * 

;~t- SPLSINT Spectal cond1t1on interrupt serv1ce * 

;* routine. Detects End of Frame • CRC & * 

;* Overrun Errora. 

i* BUFIN Input II file name from conaole buffer * 

and moves lt tnto the Ftle Control 

;* block (FCB). * 
;* 

;* 

; *****"**'********************************************* 

R~ilOOT 

BOOS 

CON IN 

COOOUT 

PRIHTF 

RDBUI' 

OPENF 

CLOSEF 

READF 

WR!TEF 

HAKH 

SET:l~ 

.Z80 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

<QU 

EQU 

OOOOH ayatem reboot addreaa. 

0005H bdos entry point. 

con•ole 1nput function. 

conaole output functlon. 

9 pr1nt 1tr1ng until '$' .. 

10 read coneole buffer function. 

15 file open function. 

16 file cloae funct ton. 

20 Sequent 1 a 1 read. 

21 Sequenttal wrlte. 

22 Hake (Lle functLon. 

26 Set up l:l!iA adtlresa. 

SFCB EQU 005CH Source file control block. 

SFCBCR EQU SFCB•l2 Current record number. 

TBUFF EQU 00808 Transmit buffer. 

RBUFF EQU 00808 Recetve buffer. 

CR EQU ODH Carraige return. 

LF EQU OAR Line feed. 

;---- SIO PORT ADDRESSES -------------· 

DATA$A 

DATA$1 

STAT$A 

STAT$1 

alMD$A 

alMD$8 

EQD 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQO 

OF4H 0\annel A Data port. 

OFSH Olannel B Data port. 

OF6H Otannel A Statue port. 

OF7H Channel B Statue port. 

OF6H Olannel A CoiDIUnd port. 

OF7B Otannel a eoa....nd port. 

;----- C"l'C PORT ADDRESSES-------------------

crco EQU OFOH ere Channel o. 

CTCI EQU OPIH ere Channe 1 1. 

CTOI EQU 55H ere Control vord. 

;----- alNTROL WORDS FOR SIO------------------------

WRJ 

Clll 

ERRSRSO 

REC$DSJ 

VR5 

Cll5 

TaH$RS5 

TRHS!H5 

k5$CRCO 

UDRSRSO 

TRN$010 

ABTSWRO 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

!QU 

EQU 

EQU 

EQU 

f.QU 

EQU 

OJH *** WRITE REGISTER 3 **** 

OE9H En•ble recei•e 6 CRC 

!nter Flag hunt 80de. 

))H Reeet overrun & CR.C bita. 

OE8H Dieable recet•e loaic. 

ISH ,...... WRITE REGISTER 5 ***** 

OEOH Di••ble bit logic ' CRC .. 

2DH Reaet bit lnt. Pending & 1e.lect VIS. 

O!BH !noble Xmit losic 6 CRC, 

80H RESET TX CRC TO OFF!I FOR SDLC PROTOOJL. 

OCOH Reset Xmtt Under run & EOH lnterrupU ~ 

2BH Reset Xmtt lncerr-upt Pendtng. 

08H Transmlt ABORT (SDLC). 
00 
I'V 



SECSAD EQU OAAH Secondary stat ton address. 

REC$SZ EQU llO Informatton Frame uze • 1)0 bytes. 

;------- Interrupt Vector Addresses ------------------------

RECV EQU Ol5CII ; ReceLve interrupt vector addr. 

TRAM EQO 01588 ; Transmit interrupt vector addr. 

EXTN EQU OISAH ; Eiternal interrupt vector addr. 

SPCL I!QU 015!8 i Special rec. condition vector addl'. 

ORG IOOH ;: Seginn1ng of TPA. 

; $$$$$$$$$ s $$$$$$$ s $$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$ s $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

USER: LD SP ,STACK inttlallze ltack pointer. 

CALL IHITVECT initialize Interrupt Vector Table. 

CALL IIAUOS!L select desired baud rate ( tiae conlt.) 

CALL IHITSIO 1n1ttahze Z80 SIO 0\annel A. 

RESTART. LD DE, TRN$REC prompt u1er to receive/transmit. 

CALL DISPLAY 

CALL Cl get keyboard Input. 

CP 'T' doe• u1er want to tranamtt 'P 

JP Z, TRANS YES.then Jump. 

CP 'R' does uaer want to receive 

JP Z,RECVE YES 1 then jliiDp. 

JP REBOOT return to aystena. 

TRANS: CALL TRANSMIT Call TRANSMIT function. 

JP REBOOT 

RECVE: CALL RECEIVE Call RECEIVE function. 

JP REBQOT 

, SSSSSS ISS S SSSSSS SSSSSSSSS S $$$ SSSS $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

.$ IN!TVECT ROUTINE 

,$ Tht~ module 1n1ttal1z:e'i the INTERRUPT 

i$ VEctOR TABLE to the corresponding addresses 

;$ of the following interrupt aervtce routtnes 

;$ 

;$ INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE VECTOR ADDRESS 

;$ 1. Receive 005CH 

;$ 2. Trana~it 00588 

;$ l. Special rec. condition 005EH 

• $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

INITVECT: PUSH HL 

LD A,OIB INTERRUPT REG.• Htgh addre•s byte of 

LD I,A interrupt VECIOR TABLE. 

LD HL, TRH$INT ; HL • Addr. of TRANSMIT interrupt routtne., 

LD (TRAN) ,HL i Store 1t in VECTOR TABLE. 

LD HL,RECSINT i HL • Addr. of RECEIVE Interrupt routtne. 

LD (RECV) ,HL ; Store tt ln VECTOR TABLE. 

LD HL,SPL$1NT ; HL • Addr. of SPECIAL RECEIVE alHDITION 

Interrupt routlne. 

LD (SPCL) ,HL i Stor-e it in VECTOR TABLE. 

IM Set Z80 to HOD! 2 interrupti. 

POP HL 

RET 

• $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

;$ I N l T S I 0 R 0 U T I N E 

i$ Thaa module initiali&el the Z80 510 to oper-ate$ 

;$ in SDLC mode. The de1ired baud r•te 11 eet 

• $ by prograoning the ere. 

; $$$$$ S $$$$$ S $ S $S$$ S $ S $$$$$$$$$$$ SS $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

IHITS!O: Dl 

PUSH A.F 

PUS II BC 

(X) 

w 



PUSH DE 

PU!>H ilL 

''*'• lnltL.llLze 510 cn.Jnnel A **•* 

LD B, I 3 Number of control words 1n the table. 

LD C,COHDSA Output to COMMAND REG .. ( Ch.an.A 

LD HL, !HI TAB HL -> table of control words .. 

OTIR Block output to SIO Write Rege .. 

;*** lmttalu:e SIO channel B (INTERRUPT VECTOR REG)) *** 

LD 8,5 ; Nwnber of control vordu. 

LD C,COHD$8 ; Output to OOMMAND REG. ( Cban.B 

LD III., IHTAB$ ; HL -> table of control vorde. 

OTIR ; Block output to 510 wrlte rega. 

;*** Program ere for proper BAUD RAT! 

LD A,CTOI i ere control word. 

OUT (CTCI) ,A i Output to ere Chan.l. 

LD A, (TCONST) ; ere TLme Constant. 

OUT (CTCI) ,A ; Output to ere Chan.l. 

;*** Duoplay 1n1tta1Lz:atton completed message *** 

LD DE, !HJTHES 

CALL Dl SPLAY 

POP HL 

POP DE 

POP 8C 

POP AI' 

!I 

RET 

;-----------**** 510 lnLtl.allutLon table ****----------------

IN! TAB: DE Fa 18H i Reset 510 Channel A. 

DEFB 14H ; •;elect WR4. 

DEFB 20H SDLCmode 1 x.l clock., 

d1sable par1tv. 

DEFB 1111 Select WRl. 

DEFB OEBH 8 btts/char, Rece1ve SDLC frame, 

01sable rece1ve log1c • 

Enable Frame Bunt mode ' eRe. 

Enable DCD & CTS ( Autoenable 

DEFB 15H Select WR5. 

DEYB OEOH 8 bit1/char 1 telect SDLC polynomial 1 

Dieable Xait logtc: & CRC. 

Enable DTR & RTS. 

DEYB 06H Select WR6. 

DEFB OAAH Secondary atation address ., AA., 

DEFB 07H Select WR7. 

DEFB 7EU FLAG • 7ER. 

DEFB llH Select WRl 

DEYB 16H Enable vectored interrupte 

Enable XD:ut & rece1ve lnterrupts. 

INTAB$: DEFB ISH Reset SIO channel B. 

DEFB 02H Select WR2. 

DEFB SOH Lov .addresa byt.e. 

DEFB llH Select WRl .. 

DEFB 16U Enable wecto£ed interrupts. 

;*******************************************'***** 
;* TRAHSHIT ROUT IHE * 
;* Tran~~mite a file from thia prhury at.ation * 

i* (•lc:rocomputer) to a eecondary atatton (an- * 

;* other aicrocomputer) uaing SDLC protocol. * 
i* At a time the lnfomatton Frame con111t8 of * 

;* only 1 record ( 128 byte a ) • * 

i ************************************************ 
TRANSMIT: PUSH BC 

PUSH DE 

PUS II IlL 
(X) 

tl:>o 



. --------------------------------------------------------
i ** Set up OHA address for READ ( for transmlt. ) ** 

LD C, SETDHA Set DHA address. 

LD DE, Tl!UFF D~ -> transmit buffer. 

CALL BOOS 

; -------------------------------------
;**Open the file to be transmitted*'** 

LD DE, TRNFILI! diaplay ••sage to accept 

CALL DISPLAY Source file name. 

CALL BUFIN Input atr1n1 fr0111 buffer. 

CALL OPEN ; Open source file. 

INC A ; A • status of open. 

JP NZ,RDY$XT ; A <> 0, then OK.. 

LD DE,NOFILE ; else ERROR. 

CALL · DISPLAY ; display error message. 

JP REBOOT ; return to ayatem. 

i ---------------------------------------

;*• Ver1fy vhether the RECEIVING STAnON is ready •• 

BDY$XT: LD DE,VERSH5C d1aplay verify ••••ae. 
CALL DI SFLAY 

CALL CI Accept any character. 

CALL CRLF C.rr.uge Return, Line Feed. 

;-----------------------------------------------
i*'*** Loop to tro~o&a~lt a 128 byte record **'* 

NXT$REC: LD DE,SFCB DE-> File Control Block. 

CALL IIEAD lead 1 record frCRS file. 

OR " A • statue of read. 

JP NZ,LAST If A <> 0, then I!OF reached. 

;- lnltlallze buffer potnter and control bytea -

LD A,RECSSZ Record Stze • 130. 

I.D C,Oflf C • control hvte:. 

JP ENSTRN 

LAST: LD A,2 Record ai.ze of last rec.• 2. 

LD C,OOH C • control byte • 00. 

; - TranBoDL t l SDLC frame to SECONDARY STATION ---

EN$TRN: CALL TRN$FRN ; Call tranamlt rr .... 

;- Check if last fr•me eeot vas EOP frame 

LD A, (TBUFF-1) ~ ta control byte • OOh 1 

CP 0 

JP Z,TRN$1!DF Y!S 1 theo exit loop. 

JP NXT$REC 

~-------------------------------------------------------

~*** End of Pile reached *** 
TRN$EDF: LD DE,SFCB Clo•e source file. 

CALL. CLOSE 

INC A A • status of file. 

JP Z,F$ERR If A• 0 1 ERROR dur1n1 Close. 

;***'* tr•namLsston completed ***** 
LD DE,CHP$TRN Diaplay completed Xmtt msg. 

CALL DIS FLAY 

PDP BL 

POP DE 

PDP BC 

RET 

F$!11: LD DE,ERR$HSG dieplay lrror .essaae. 

CALL DISFLAY 

JP REBOOT 

:*** ........... ********** .......... ********'************ 
;* TRANSMIT FRANE ROUTINE • 
: ************************************'*****'****** 
TllNSFR!t: PUSH BC 

PUSH DE (X) 

lJ1 



PUSH HL 

Im ualu.e COUNr b buffer pouner 

LD (COUNT) ,A 

LD HL, TBUFF-1 HL -) tran&mlt buffer addr. 

LD (TRN$PTR), HL 

LD (HL) ,C Store CONTROL BYTE. 

LD A,O 

LD (TRN$YLG) ,A TRANSMIT YLAG • 0. 

i------ Wa1.t for crs to be active --------

WAIT$TR: LD A,lOII Walt for Receiver to get ready. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

IN A, (STATSA) Check if crs 1.5 active. 

BIT 
5 ·" 

JP Z,WA!TSTR 

j--- En11ble transmltter ---------------------

LD A,WR5 ; Select WR5. 

OUT (COHDSA) ,A 

LD A, TRNSEN5 i Enable Xau t logtc. 

OUT (COHDSA) ,A 

LD A, RS$CRCO ; Reset Xmit CB.C generator. 

OUT (COHDSA) ,A 

;--Delay loop-----------------

LD C,OFFU 

WAIT$LP: DEC c 

JP NZ,WA!T$LP 

;--- Send add£ee11 byte ---------------

LD A,SEC$AD ; output Addr. of •ec.etation. 

OUT (DATASA) ,A 

LD A,IJDRSRSO Reset Xmu Underrun/EOM latch. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

---- Walt for End Of Fram~ --------------------

TRNSWT: IN A, (STATSA) , Input Chan.A <>tatus. 

BIT 
6 ·" 

End of Message lnterrupt 

JP NZ, DSXMIT Yes, then jwnp. 

BIT 7 ,A Abort rece1eved 

JP HZ, AB$REC Yes 1 then j umpw 

JP TRNSWT 

;--- Diaable tranamitter logic ---------

D$XHIT: LD A, I ; t~aaemit flag • 1. 

LD (TRN$FLG) ,A 

LD A,'•' 1 Diaplay • for eoch Rec. Imitted 

CALL co 

JP OV$FRM 

;-- ABORT RECEIVED--------------------

AB$R!C: LD DE,ABTHES ; Display ABORT IDI!Inage. 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP REBOOT 

; 

OV$FRM: LD BC,OOOOH Delay loop. 

WA!TP: DEC BC 

LD A,C 

OR II 

JP NZ,WAITY 

POP UL 

POP DE 

POP BC 

R!T 

i*******'********"*'***** ........................................ . 

•• TRANSMIT INTERRUPT SEB.VICE ROUTINE * 

i ************** ...... ***************'**** ....... ***** 

TRN$INT: PUSH AF 

PUSH BC 

PUSH DE 

PUSH IX 
00 
m 



Check 1 f End of !-Frame ? 

LD A, (TRNSFLG) , Is TRNSFLG • 1 

CP 

JP Z,DS$TRH ; Y!S, then dtsable Xmltter. 

;--- Update BYTE CDUNT ----------------------

LD A, (COUNT) ; decrement byte count. 

DEG A 

LD (COUNT) ,A Reatore count. 

JP Z, RS$TRN Count • 0, then jump. 

; ---------------------------------------
;** Transmlt neJtt byte from Buffer** 

LD IX, (TRH$PTR) IX -> Tran.mtt buffer. 

LD A,(IX) get ne:~:t byte. 

OUT (DATASA) ,A Output ne:~:t char-acter. 

INC IX Increment buffer poLnter. 

LD (TRH$PTR) ,IX 

JP OV$TRN 

i -------------------------------------

;** Otsable trans•Ltter on !nd of Heaaage ** 

DS$TRH: LD A, TRN$RSS Diaable Transmitter. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD A,CW5 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

JP OVSTRN 

. ----------------------------------
;** Reaet Tran1111tit interrupt pending **** 

RS$TRN: LD A, TRH$010 disable further lnter-rupta. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

OVSTRh· POP IX 

POP Df. 

l'OI' BC 

POP AF 

El 

RET! 

;************************************************* 

i* RECEIVE ROUTINE 

;* 1bi• routine receive• a file fro. a pri•ary 

:* atation and cre:atee a destination file in * 
;* the aecondary station (on floppy dtak). 

i ..... *********************•*************~********* 

RECEIVE: PUSH DE 

PUSH HL 

;--------------------------
;*** Open file to Rece1ve recorda *** 

LD DE,RECFILE display u1er prompt seiSI!ge. 

CALL DISPLAY 

CALL BUFIN lnput file name. 

CALL HAKE Create file on d1sk. 

INC A check atatul. 

JP NZ,REC$RDY A <> 0 1 Good St•tua. 

LD DE ,DSK$FUL i A • 0 1 Oiak 11 FULL. 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP REBOOT 

:-- Set up DHA addreaa to WRITE ONTO DISK ( for Rece1ve) --

IEC$RDY: CALL CRLF 

LD C,SETDMA 

LD DE,RSUFF 

CALL I DOS 

i -----------------------------------~----------------------

;**** Loop to recetve a 128 byte record *** 

RECSNXT: CALL RECSFR.'I ReceLve another Frame. 

00 
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ChecK 1f frame r-ecelved 1s EOF tr-ame 

LD A, (RBUFF-1) check 1 f Info frame recvd 1s 

i EOF record ? 

CP 0 

JP Z,RECSEOF i YES, then Close file. 

;---- Wrtte the recetved record on Diskette 

LD DE,SFCB : Write record on dielt. 

CALL WRITE 

OR A ; Check atatua. 

JP NZ,WRSERR 

JP RECSNXT ; receLve next Rec. 

j -----------------------------------------------------------

RECSEOP: LD DE,SFCB ; Clo1e recetve file. 

CALL a.osE 

INC A 

JP Z, FLSERR Jump on error. 

LD DE ,OtPSREC display completion me11aae. 

LALL DISPI.AY 

POP HL 

POP DE 

RET 

WRSERR: LD DE,DSKSFUL Diak 18 full. 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP Ill! HOOT 

;** Error dur1ng CLOSE FILE .,... 

FLSERR: LD DE,ERRSHSG display error message. 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP Kf.IIOOT 

, ********* •••••• ***** ••• *********** ************* 
;* RECEIVE FRA.~E FUNCTION 

• * ********* * ........ ** .. ************ ............... . 

RECSFRH: PUSH AF 

PUSH BC 

PUSH DE 

PUSH HL 

l- Initialize BUFFER POINTER 

LD NL,RBUFF-2 

LD (RECSPTR), HI. 

LD A,O 

LD (RECSFLG) ,A 

LD (STATUS) ,A 

;---------------------------------
;** Enable Transmitter Station** 

LD A,WR5 

OUT (COHDSA) ,A 

LD A,0!2H 

OUT~ (COHDSA) ,A 

'---------------------------------
i** Enable YRAH'E HUNT DOde for receive ** 

LD A,WRl 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD A,CWJ 

OUT (COHDSA) ,A 

;,----------------------------
;** Wait for End of FRAK! interrupt *** 

EOH$WT: LD A, (STATUS) 

CP 0 

JP NZ,ABRTR 

LD A, (RECSFI.G) 

CP 

JP NZ,EOHSWT 

. ------------------------------------------------

RL -> Receive buffer 

Buffer Pointer • HL. 

RECEIVE FLAG • 0. 

STATUS • 0. 

Select WRS. 

Enable DTR & RTS. 

address Wdte Reg.l 

di•able Frame Hunt mode~ 

check STATUS of RECEIVE. 

GOOD atatua ? 

lfO, then abort receive. 

Dieck if Rece1ve Flas• i! 

NO, then W3lt. 

00 
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;** D1sable Transm1ttel" Statton*** 

LD A,WR5 ~elect WRS. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD A,CW5 01Hable RTS. 

OUT (COHO$ A) ,A 

POP IlL 

POP DE 

POP BC 

POP M 

RET 

Duplay ABORT mesuge ------------------

ABRTR: LD DE,ABTMES 

CAI.L DISPLAY 

JP REBOOT 

; *******"*******"****'****************************'** 

;* RECEIVE INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINE • 
;******************** ....... *********************** 

RECSINT: PUSH M 

PUSH ac 

PUSH DE 

PUSH II 

LD A, 1 R' 

CALL m 

;** Check 1f a character- ha• been recetved *'* 

CHKSREC: IN A, (STAT$A) ; Input RRO channel A. 

BIT O,A ; Btt 0 • 1 7 

JP NZ,RECSCHR ; YES, then Char. received. 

BIT l,A ; B1 t 1 • l 

JP NZ,ABORT ; Yes, then ABORT recetved. 

LD DE, UNSERR 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP OY$REC 

; ** Input character **-------------------
REC$CHR: LD IX, (REC$PTR) 

IN A, (DATA$A) 

LD (IX) ,A 

INC IX 

LD (RECSPTR), IX 

; 

OV$REC: POP tl 

POP DE 

POP BC 

POP M 

El 

RET! 

ABORT: LD A,'@' 

CALL co 

JP REBOOT 

;*'******'*****'** ........................................... ... 

;* SPECIAL RECEIVE <DNDITION INTERRUPT 

; ***********************************************'* 
SPL$INT: PUSH M 

PUSH BC 

PUSH DE 

PUSH II 

LD A, 'S' 

CALL 00 

i** Check Channel A status ( READ REG.l ) *** 

LD A,! 

OUT (COHO SAl ,A 

II -) rec:e1ve buffer ptg-o 

Input DATA BYTE. 

•tore it in rec:Y. buffer. 

Increment buffer ptr .. 

leatore buffer per. 

address READ Reg.t. 

00 
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IN A, (STATSA) tnput Chan.A al:atua. 

BIT l,A ls RRI b1 t 7 • l ? 

JP NZ, EOFSRC Ye& 1 then End of Frame. 

BIT ~.A Is RRI btt S • I ! 

JP NZ,OVR$ERR Yea 1 then OVERRUN error. 

JP OV$SPL 

;-------------------------
i ** !nd of Frame received *** 
EOF$RC: BIT 6,A ; Is RRI bit 6 • I 1 

JP NZ,CRC$EKR ; YES, Then CRC error. 

IN A, (DATA$A) ; Input CRC2 byte, 

LD A,ERR$KSO i Reaet underrua iaterrupta. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,-A 

LD A,BEC$DSJ ; ·disable rece1ver lOll C. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD A, I i aet rece1ve flag. 

LD (RECSFLG) ,A 

LD A '*' 
CALL (X) 

JP OV$SPL 

i------------------------------

;*'* CRC Error delected *'** 

CRC$ERK: LD A,4DB Reset b CRC checker. 

OUT (OOHD$A) ,A 

LD DE,CRCII!S diaplay CRC error aeaaa1e. 

CALL DISPLAY 

LD A, Jill aet STATUS • '1 1 

LD (STATUS) ,A 

JP OYSSPL 

; ----------------------------------------------
• •• Overrun Error 

OVRSERR; LD A, ERRSRSO Reset overr-un error. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD A,REC$DSJ Dtsable ecetve log1c. 

OUT (COHD$A) ,A 

LD DE,OVRHES 

CALL DISPLAY 

LD A,JZH 

LD (STAniS) ,A 

OV$SPL: POP II 

POP DE 

POP BC 

POP 13 

II 

RETI 

; $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5$$$$$ 

;$ B A U D RAT E S E L E C T 

: ssss ssssssssssssssssssss$ssssssssussssss S$$ss s$ 
BAUDSEL: PUSH DE 

PUSH HL 

LD HL,COIIST Diaplay available baud ratelo 

LD DE,BDSHES 

CALL DISPLAY 

CALL CI ;accept CODB for Baud aeleeted. 

AND OFH i Convert ASCII to BCD. 

LD DE,O 

LD E,A iDE -> Index into T con•t.table. 

ADD HL,DE HL -> T1me constant entry. 

LD A, (HL) A• T1me constant for Baud race 

LD (TCONST) ,A Save the Tune constant • \0 
0 



POP IlL 

POP DE 

RET 

, SSS S SSSS$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$5$5$$$$$$55$$5$$$$$$$$$$5$; 

;$ DISPLAY SUBROUTINE $; 

r ; $ DISPLAYS CONTENTS OF BUFFER ADDRESSED BY $; 

;$ D,E REGISTER PAIR UPTO '$' SIGN. $; 

; $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$; 

DISPLAY: PUSH AF 

PUSH BC 

PUSH HL 

LD C,PRINTF 

CALL BOOS 

POP HL 

POP BC 

POP AF 

RET 

; ********** OONSOLE INPUT ******'******'*; 

Cl: PUSH HL 

PUSH DE 

PUSH BC 

LD C,CONIN 

CALL BOOS 

POP BC 

POP DE 

POP HL 

IIET 

i *******"*** CONSOLE OUTPl11' ************* i 
co PUSH BC 

PUS II DE 

LD C,CONOUT 

LD E,A 

CALL BOOS 

POP DE 

POP BC 

RI!T 

; ********** CRLF **************; 

CRLP: LD A,CR 

CALL m 

LD A,LF 

CALL m 

RET 

;-*"*** READ RECORD SEQUENTIALLY --; 

READ: LD C,READP 

JP BOOS 

;-**** WRITE RECORD SEQUENTIALLY ****; 

WRIT'!: LD C,WRITEF 

JP BOOS 

i ****'****** OPEN FILE ***"******i 
OPEN: LD DE,SFCB 

LD C,OPENF 

JP BOOS 

i ********** CLOSE FILl! ***********i 

CLOSE: LD C,CLOSEF 

JP BOOS 

............. IIAU PILl! .............. ; 
IIAU: 101 A 

LD (SFCBCR) ,A 

LD DE,SFCB 

LD C,MAKEF 

JP BOOS 

;**'******** INlT FCB WlTit fiLE NAHE **********; 

BUFIN. PUSH BC 
1.0 ..... 



Pl!SII DE 

PU>H HL 

RETRY: LD DE,CNBUF 

LD C.: 1 RDBOF 

CALL BOOS 

;- ZJ':RO O!IT DRIVE CODE IN FCB ---

LD A,O 

I.D (SFCB) ,A 

;* Hove hle naDW! fr01111. console buffer to FCB **; 

LD HL,CNLIN 

LD DE,SfCB+I 

LD BC,8 

HOVBLK: LDI 

LO A, (HL) 

CP 

JP Z,OUTLP 

LD A,O 

CP c 

JP HZ,HOVBU 

LD DE,LONG 

CALL DISPLAY 

JP RI!TRY 

•* Pad re•t of the file name ch•rs w1th blanks ** 

OUTLP: LD A,20H 

LD (DE) ,A 

INC DE 

DEC c 

JP NZ,OUTLP 

INC hL 

Lll hC, J 

LDIR 

i* zero out the current extent number ******i 

LD A,O 

LD (DE) ,A 

POP m. 

POP DE 

POP BC 

RET 

- i ***** MESSAGES TO TilE aJNSOLE ***** 

TRN$R!C: DEFB 

TRNFILE: DEFB 

IIECPILE: DI!:FB 

LONG: DEFB 

NOFILE: DEFB 

DSKSFUL: DI!:FB 

I!:RRSHSG: DEFB 

INITHES: DEFB 

VI!:R$HSG: DEFB 

ST$TRN: DEFB 

ST$R!C: DEFB 

CIIP$TRN: DEFB 

CIIP$R!C: DEFB 

TRH$ERR: DEFB 

RECS!RR: DEFB 

!OHHI!:S: DEFB 

OVRMES: DEFB 

CRCIIES: DEFB 

ABTHES: DEFB 

EXTSERR: DEFB 

UNSERR: DEFB 

CONST: DEFB 

BP$HES: DEFB 

OAH,ODH,'TRAHSHIT (T), RECEIVE (R); TYPE Tor R•> $' 

OAH,ODH, 'NAME OF THE SOURCE FILE •> $' 

OAH,ODH, 'NAME OF THE DESTINATION FILE •) $' 

OAH,ODH, 'FILE HAM! > 8 a!ARS;** ENTER AGAIN •> $' 

OAH,ODR,'SORRY, FILE HOT FOUND!$' 

OAH,OD!l, 'SORRY, DISK IS FULL !$' 

OAU,OOH, '** ERROR ** DURING CLOSE FILE.$' 

OAH,ODR, 'INITIALIZATION COHFLETED$ 0 

OAR,OoH, 'TYPE <CR) IF RECEIVER STATION IS READY :$' 

OAH,ODH, 'START OF TRANSMISSION.$' 

OAR,ODR, 'START OF RECEIW.$' 

OAH,ODR, '»OOHFLET!D TRANSMITTING PILE.$' 

OAH,ODH, '»OOHPLETED RECEIVING FILE.$' 

OAH.ODU, '** ERROR ** DURING TRANSMIT $' 

OAH,ODH, '** ERROR ** DURING RECEIVE $' 

OAH,ODH, 'END OF INFORMATION FRANE,$'; 

OAH,OOH, 'OVERRUN ERROR,ABORT I$' 

OAH,ODH, 'CRC ERROR, ABORT 1$' 

OAR,ODH, 'ABORT CHARACTER DETECTED$' 

OAtl,ODH.'** ERROR*'* External Interrupt $ 1 

OAH. 0011, 1 Unknown I::RROR $ 1 

0,208,104,52,26 ,13 

OAli,Oilll, 'BAUD RATES •> 1812 q600 19.2K lS,4K 16.8K 153.6K' w 
I'V 



DEH OAH I OOH I I CODES ······> 0 

oH·s OAH,ODH,'Key Ln code •> $' 

TCDNST: DEPS 

TRNSFLC: DEPS 

RECSFLG: DEPS 

STATUS: DEFS 

TRNSPTR: DEPS 

RECSPTR: DEFS 

CDUNT: DEFS 

; ** OONSDLE INPUT BUFFER *** 

CIIBUP: DEPB CNLEN ; aa:a. length of con•Ole buffer. 

CNS!Z: DEFS I ; reaultins atze afteE" read. 

CNL!H: DEFS 32 i length of bu&ler• ]2 bytea. 

CHLEN EQU ~-CNS!Z 

DEFS ~0 

STACK: 

END 

4 ~· 
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TERM GLOSSARY 

Term Description 

ACK 
Acknowledge 

character used as 
like Async and BSC. 

character. A transmission control 
a response in Byte-oriented protocols 

ADCCP 
Advanced Data Communications Control Procedure 

developed by ANSI. It is a bit-oriented protocol. 

Address 
The location of a terminal, a peripheral device, a 

node, or any other unit or component in a network. 

ANSI 
American National Standards 

proposed standards include 
protocol- ASCII, ADCCP, and high 
FORTRAN & COBOL. 

ARPANET 

Institute. Accepted 
transmission code 
level languages such 

and 
and 

as 

A computer communications network developed by the 
Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
in the early 1970's. It used the public switching 
network to interconnect many different computers at 
locations across the United States. 

ASCII 
Interchange. 

characters (8 
information 

and data 

American Standard Code for Information 
The standard code consists of 7-bit coded 
bits including parity check), used for 
transfer among data processing systems, 
communication systems. 

Asynchronous Transmission 
Transmission in which each information character is 

individually synchronized, usually by means of start and 
stop bits. 

Attenuation 
The difference (loss) between transmitted and 

received power due to transmission loss through 
equipment, lines or other communications devices. 

Bandwidth 
The range of frequencies that can pass over a given 

circuit. Generally, the greater the bandwidth, the more 
information that can be sent through the circuit in a 
given amount of time. 
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Baud 
Roughly equivalent to bits per second. A unit of 

measuring the signalling speed (data rate). 

BDLC 
Burroughs Data Link Control, a Bit-oriented data 

link control protocol. 

Binary Synchronous (BSC/ BISYNC) 
A half duplex, character-oriented synchronous data 

communications protocol developed by IBM in 1964. 

bps (Mbps, Kbps) 
Bits per second

speed. Mbps - Mega bits 
Kbps - Kilo bits 

Broadcast 
Transmission 

simultaneously. 

CCITT 

to 

defines the 
per second = 
per second = 

multiple 

data communications 
10 bps. 
10 bps. 

receiving locations 

Consultive Committee International for Telephony and 
Telegraphy. An advisory committee established under the 
United Nations to recommend world wide standards. 

Channel 
1) A path for electrical transmission. Also called a 

circuit, line, link, or path. 
2) A specific and discrete bandwidth allocation in 

the radio frequency spectrum utilized to transmit 
information signals. 

Circuit Switching 
A switching technique in which an information path 

(ie. circuit) between calling and called stations is 
established on demand, for exclusive use by the connected 
parties until the connection is released. (e.g. 
telephone). 

CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) 
An error-checking algorithm which is included in a 

packet, during transmission. The receiver checks the CRC 
on each packet it receives and strips it off before 
giving the packet to the destination station. 

DCE (Data Circuit Terminating Equipment) 
Equipment installed at the users premises which 

provides all the functions required to establish, 
maintain and terminate a connection, and provides a 
signal conversion and coding between the data terminal 
equipment and common carrier's line. e.g. modem. 
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DTE (Data Terminal Equipment) 
User equipment. The end-user machine (terminal, 

computer, controller, etc.) which plugs into a unit which 
is the the termination point of the communications 
equipment (DCE). 

EIA (Electronics Industries Association) 
The US national organization of electronic 

manufacturers. It is responsible for the development and 
maintanence of industry standards for the interface 
between data processing machines and data communications 
equipment. 

Ethernet 
A local area network specification developed jointly 

by Xerox Corporation, and Digital Equipment Corporation 
to interconnect computer equipments using a coaxial cable 
and "transceivers". 

Full Duplex 
Simultaneous two way communications. 

Half Duplex 
Alternate two way communications. 

HDLC 
High Level Data 

protocol developed 
Organization). 

ISO Reference Model 

Link Control a bit-oriented 
by ISO (International Standards 

A standard approach to network architecture which 
introduces modularity by dividing the complex set of 
functions into more manageable, self-contained, 
functional slices. 

Interface 
The hardware and (sometimes) software link between 

two separate devices. 

Leased Line 
A line rented excusively to one customer. 

Local Area Network 
A network that is located in a localized 

geographical area (e.g. an office, building, or campus), 
and whose communications technology provides a 
high-bandwidth, low-cost medium to which many nodes can 
be connected. 

Mark 
The signal 

corresponding to a 
exists when voltage 
standard). 

(communications 
binary one. The 
is between -3V 

channel state) 
marking condition 
to -lSV (RS232 
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Modem 
A contraction of modulate and demodulate; a 

conversion device installed in pairs at each end of an 
analog cornmunications line. The modem at the transmitter 
end, modulates digital signals received locally from the 
computer or terminal; the modem at the receiver end, 
demodulates the incoming analog signals, converting it 
back to its original (digital) format, and passes it to 
the destination device. 

Packet 
A collection of bits that contain both control 

information and data. A SDLC frame. A packet can be of 
fixed or variable length, but generally has a specified 
maximum length. 

Polling 
A method of controlling the sequence of transmission 

by devices on a multipoint line, by requiring each device 
to wait until the controlling processor requests it to 
transmit. 

Port 
The entrance or physical access point to a computer, 

device, or a network where signals may be supplied, 
extracted or observed. 

Primary Station 
Transmitter, master node in the network which 

controls data flow to secondary stations (receivers). 

Protocol 
A set of rules and conventions that govern the 

orderly and meaningful exchange of information between or 
among communications parties. Both hardware protocols and 
software protocols can be defined. 

Remote Station 
Data terminal equipment for communication with a 

data processing system in a distant location. 

RJE 
Remote Job Entry. 

RS-232-C 

A technical specification published by the EIA that 
specifies the mechanical and electrical characteristics 
of the interface for connecting DTE and DCE. The physical 
connection is made through a 25 pin connector. Data 
transmission speeds up to 20 Kbps can be achieved in full 
or half-duplex modes. 
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RS-422 
An EIA standard that 

characteristics for balanced 
their own ground leads). 

RS-423 

specifies electrical 
circuits (circuits with 

A standard that specifies the electrical 
characteristics for unbalanced circuits (circuits using 
common or shared grounding techniques). 

RS-449 
General purpose 37-position 

for Data Terminal Equipment 
interchange. RS-422 & RS-423 are 

and 9-position interface 
employing serial binary 
subsets of RS-449. 

SDLC (Synchronous Data Link Control) 
An IBM communications line discipline or protocol 

associated with SNA. In contrast with Bisync, SDLC 
provides full-duplex transmission and is more efficient. 

Serial Interface 
An interface which requires serial transmission, or 

the transfer of information in which the bits composing a 
character are sent sequentially. Implies only a single 
transmission channel. 

SNA (Systems Network Architecture) 
A network architecture developed by IBM. 

Start Bit 
In asynchronous transmission, the beginning of a 

character. 

Stop Bit 
In asynchronous transmission, at the end of a 

character; usually required to be 1, 1.5, or 2 bit times 
long. 

Switched Line 
Used to refer to the public telephone network. 

Synchronous transmission 
Transmission in which there a constant 

successive bits, characters or events. 
achieved by sharing of clocking. 

Topology 

time between 
The timing is 

1) Physical topology - The configuration of network 
nodes and links. Description of the physical geometric 
arrangement of the links and nodes that make up the 
network. 2) Logical topology Description of the 
possible logical connections between network nodes, 
indicating which pair of nodes are able to communicate, 
whether or not they have a direct physical connection. 
Examples of network topologies are : 
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o Bus 
o Ring 
o Star 
o Tree 

X.25 
An interface developed for packet switching 

procedures by CCITT, the standard-writing organization 
for international telephone carriers. 
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